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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: February 18, 1998
Home Page: Faculty/Staff/Student > Faculty Senate
Video available in Media Circulation for three meetings

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Robert H. Perkins
Marsha Brandt

Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators:

Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Jim Beaghan, Don Cocheba,
Loretta Gray, Gerald Gunn, Jim Hawkins, Webster Hood, Keith Lewis, Patrick
O'Shaughnessy, Debra Prigge, jean Soliz, Andrew Spener, Wendy Williams
David Dauwalder, Charles McGehee, Barbara Radke, Carolyn Wells

CHANGES TO AGENDA: None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the January 14, 1998, AND February 4, 1998, Faculty
Senate meetings were approved as distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS: None
REPORTS:
1.
CHAIR: By Laws Change: Replace Vice Chair with Chair Elect
Ill.

Officers Qf the Senate
A. Procedures for Election
Principal officers of the Faculty Senate shall be elected by the Senate at the last regular meeting of the Winter Quarter of each academic year.
Only elected Senators, including those newly elected to a term beginning June 15, are eligible to serve as principal officers of the Senate .
Principal officers to be nominated and elected, in the order named, shall be a Chair, a 'Wee-Chair Elect. a Secretary and two at-large Executive
Committee members . No more than one principal officer shall be from any one department. All principal officers shall be elected from among all
the Senators, with prior service as principal officer being neither a necessary qualification nor a disqualification . Other positions, including
Parliamentarian and such other officers as may be enlisted to assist in the business of the Senate, are to be nominated by the Executive Committee
from among the faculty and staff of the university, subject to ratification by the Senate.

1.

Chair
The Faculty Senate shall elect annually, from among its membership, a chair and such other principal officers, with their powers and duties,
as established in its Bylaws. The chair shall be the presiding officer at all meetings of the Senate, at any Faculty Forum, and at general
faculty meetings upon request by the President of the university. The Chair shall serve as official representative and spokesman of the
faculty and Senate in communication with the faculty, and in this capacity shall have ex officio membership upon all major administrative
committees. As chief executive officer of the Senate, the Chair shall coordinate and expedite the business of the Senate and its committees
(Faculty Code Section 3 .20) . The chair of the Faculty Senate shall receive 50% released time from regular duties during the term of office
(Faculty Code section 7 .25);

2.

Viee Chair Elect
The ¥iee Chair Elect shall report and explain to the Senate the actions and recommendations of the Executive Committee. The Viee-Chair
Elect shall serve in the place of the Chair in the latter's absence. In the event of a vacancy in the chairship after the beginning of the Chair's
term of office, the ¥iee Chair Elect shall become the chair and serve as such for the remainder of the Chair's term of office, and a new
¥iee Chair Elect shall be elected. The Chair Elect shall serve as Ute liaison between the Executive Ct1mmittee and Faculty Senate
staniling committees and shall have ex officio membership upon all major administrative committees as a~signed bv the Chair. The
Chai.r Elect wUJ become the Chair upon conf'&rmation of the Faculty Senate. The Chair Elect of the Faculty Senate shall receive 25%
released time from reguJar duties during the term of office:

IV.

Committees
A. Executive Committee
1.

Composition
The Executive Committee shall have six members consisting of the five officers of the Senate: the Chair of the Senate, the Viee-Chair
~. the Secretary, the two at-large members elected from the Senate membership, and the inunediate past Senate Chair. If the immediate
past Senate Chair is unable to serve on the Executive Committee, the most recent past Senate Chair available will serve. Unless a current
Senator, the past Senate Chair is without vote.

B. Senate Standing Committees

f.

The Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee shall be concerned with matters relating to developing and expressing faculty positions for
presentation by authorized university representatives before the State Legislature, Congress and other legislative bodies, as well as other
bodies, public and private, which affect faculty interests and welfare. It shall advise the Faculty Legislative Representative(s), ascertain
and articulate faculty positions on issues, act as liaison with the Director of Legislative Relations, and do other such similar things as
may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.
Sections IV. B. 1. and 2. of the Senate Bylaws notwithstanding, the membership of the Public Affairs Committee will. be the ¥teeChair Elect of the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Legislative Representative, two members of the Council of Faculty Representatives, and
one or more additional faculty members . The Viee-Chair Elect of the Faculty Senate shall chair the committee.

2.

VICE CHAIR - No Report

3.

PRESIDENT - President Nelson presented handouts regarding:
(Available upon request from Senate Office)
1.
98/99 Operating Budget Planning Priorities
2.
The Academic Support System Project (ASSP)
3.
Summer Session 1998 Budget
4. Higher Education Operating & Capital Budget Guidelines for 99-01 Biennium
5.
Initiative 200
6. Governor Locke's 2020 Commission on the Future of Higher Education
7. Trend of Employment and Salaries
8.
CWU Efforts in Response to the Campus Climate Report (2/13/98, 53-pg.)
9. Article from The Region entitled "Bad timing a habit at EWU."

4.

FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No Report
BUDGET COMMITTEE - No Report
CODE COMMITTEE - No Report
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - No Report
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - No Report
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No Report

OLD BUSINESS: None
NEW BUSINESS: Hinthorne: Departments and advisors should be aware that the General
Education Policy allows the Foreign Language requirement to be waived if a student
transfers with an A.A. and is getting a B.S. degree but not if the student is getting a
B.A. degree.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 4:15 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: March 4, 1998***

BARGE 412

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, February 18, 1998
(available on Faculty Senate Home page)
BARGE 412
AGENDA
****INTERACTIVE CONNECTION****
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: January 14, 1998, February 4, 1998
IV.

COMMUNICATIONS:

V.

REPORTS:
1.
CHAIR
ByLaw Change: Replace Vice Chair with Chair Elect (handout)

2.
3.

VICE CHAIR
PRESIDENT

4.

FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Charles McGehee, Chair
BUDGET COMMITTEE - Barney Erickson, Chair
CODE COMMITTEE - Beverly Heckart, Chair
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - Clara Richardson, Chair
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE- Gail Goss, Chair
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Bobby Cummings, Chair

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: March 4 , 1998***
BARGE 412

_ _ HACKENBERGER, Steven
_ _OWENS, Patrick
_ _RAUBESON, Linda
- -vacant
_ _ BENSON, William
_ _GHOSH, Koushik
_ _OLSON, Steve
_ _JEFFERIES, Stephen
STREET, Warren
- z"""7""HINTHORNE, James
_ _ SCHMITZ, Steven
_ _ GARRETT, Roger
_ _ HARPER, James
_ _CIOFFI, Frank
_ _ FAIRBURN, Wayne
_ _.ZETTERBERG, Mark
_ _ BURKHOLDER, Peter
_ _ HOLDEN, LAD
_ _ GELLENBECK,Ed
_ _ BACH, Glen
_ _WOODCOCK, Don
_ _DAUWALDER, David
_ _ HECKART, Beverly
_ _ HOLTFRETER,Robert
_ _BERTELSON, Cathy
_ GAPLES, Minerva
~BRADLEY, James
_ _ MORENO, Stella
_ _ BRAUNSTEIN, Michael
_ _GILLESPIE, Amy
_ _WIRTH, Rex
_ _OLIVERO, Michael
_ _BOERS, Geoffrey
_ _KURTZ, Martha
_ _ MADLEY, Susan
_ ____;ALWIN, John
_ _WEYANDT, lisa
_ _ SCHACTLER, Carolyn

. .

o<.-1&--%'

Date

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting.
Thank you.

Ill.

Officers of 1M Senate
A.

Procedures for Election

Principal officers of the Faculty Senate shall be elected by the Senate at the last regular
meeting of the Winter Quarter of each academic year. Only elected Senators, including those
newly elected to a term beginning June 15, are eligible to serve as principal officers of the
Senate. Principal officers to be nominated and elected, in the order named, shall be a Chair, a
Yi.ce Chair Elect, a Secretary and two at-large Executive Committee members. No more
than one principal officer shall be from any one department. All principal officers shall be
elected from among all the Senators, with prior service as principal officer being neither a
necessary qualification nor a disqualification. Other positions, including Parliamentarian and
such other officers as may be enlisted to assist in the business of the Senate, are to be
nominated by the Executive Committee from among the faculty and staff of the university,
subject to ratification by the Senate.
B.

Powers and Duties

1. Chair
The Faculty Senate shall elect annually, from among its membership, a chair and such
other principal officers, with their powers and duties, as established in its Bylaws. The
chair shall be the presiding officer at all meetings of the Senate, at any Faculty Forum, and
at general faculty meetings upon request by the President of the university. The Chair shall
serve as official representative and spokesman of the faculty and Senate in communication
with the faculty, and in this capacity shall have ex officio membership upon all major
administrative committees. As chief executive officer of the Senate, the Chair shall
coordinate and expedite the business of the Senate and its committees (Faculty Code
Section 3.20). The chair of the Faculty Senate shall receive SO% released time from
regular duties during the term of office (Faculty Code section 7.25);
2. lli.c.e. Chair Elect
The Yi.ce Chair Elect shall report and explain to the Senate the actions and
recommendations of the Executive Committee. The Yi.ce Chair Elect shall serve in the
place of the Chair in the latter's absence. In the event of a vacancy in the chairship after
the beginning of the Chair's term of office, the Yi.ce Chair Elect shall become the chair
and serve as such for the remainder of the Chair's term of office, and a new Yi.ce Chair
Elect shall be elected. The Cbair Elect shall serye as the liaison between the Executive
Committee and Faculty Senate standing committees and shall have ex officio
membership upon all major administrative committees as assigned by the Chair. The
Chair Elect will become the Chair upon confirmation of the Faculty Senate. The
Chair Elect of the faculty Senate shaH receive 25% released time from regular duties
during the term of office;
IV.

Committees
A.

Executive Committee

1. Composition
The Executive Committee shall have six members consisting of the five officers of the
Senate: the Chair of the Senate, the Yi.ce Chair Elect, the Secretary, the two at-large
members elected from the Senate membership, and the immediate past Senate Chair. If the
immediate past Senate Chair is unable to serve on the Executive Committee, the most
recent past Senate Chair available will serve. Unless a current Senator, the past Senate
Chair is without vote.

B.

Senate Standing Committees

3. Powers and JlJJ1iH
f.

The Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee shall be concerned with
matters relating to developing and expressing faculty positions for
presentation by authorized university representatives before the State
Legislature, Congress and other legislative bodies, as well as other bodies,
public and private, which affect faculty interests and welfare. It shall advise
the Faculty Legislative Representative(s), ascertain and articulate faculty
positions on issues, act as liaison with the Director of Legislative Relations,
and do other such similar things as may be requested by or approved by the
Senate Executive Committee.
Sections IV. B. 1. and 2. of the Senate Bylaws notwithstanding, the
membership of the Public Affairs Committee will be the Vice-Chair of the
Faculty Senate, the Faculty Legislative Representative, two members of the
Council of Faculty Representatives, and one or more additional faculty
members. The Yke:Chair EW:t of the Faculty Senate shall chair the
committee.

•

AGENDA ITEM NO. 10
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Board of Trustees
February 13, 1998

Ms. Gwen Chaplin, Chair
Board of Trustees
Central Washington University

Subject:

Central Washington University 1998-99
Operating Budget Planning Priorities

Priorities for the Central Washington University 1998-99 Operating Budget will be developed
under the following scenario:

1.

In the current year (1997-98) we are presently 76 FTE students below last year.
Current application projection data indicate we may not increase by the additional
100 FTE the state has budgeted CWU for the next year. Our potential shortfall
from the FY 99 state budget is 176 student FTE representing $390,000 in tuition
revenue.

2.

We must provide the 2% salary increase to faculty and exempt staff. The
legislature gave CWU the authority to grant the salary increase for 1998-99 but
mandated the increases come from tuition revenue.

3.

The Academic Support System Project is necessary to remedy the year 2000
problem within our existing systems, replace obsolete technology, reengineer our
support processes for economy and efficiency, and position ourselves
strategically for future technological developments. Cost is $1,000,000 per year.

4.

We must reserve the $403,000 stipulated by the legislature for accountability
measures for 1998-99. Release of these funds depends on our success with statemandated accountability and will not occur until November 1998.

Operating Budget Planning Priorities 1998-99
February 13, 1998
Pagel

State Funds
Base

Plan for
FY98

Revenues:
General Fund
Tuition (7446 FTE/B (7270 FTE/P)
Total Revenues

38,6 16,0 00
16.4 92.000
$55, 108,000

38,6 16, 000
16, 103 ,0QO
$54,719,000

53,817,000
986,000
403,000

53,817,000
986,000
403,000
(440,467)
(562,000)
$54,203,533

Expenditures:
Base+ Carry Forward+
Maintenance changes
Salary and Benefit Increases
Efficiency Proviso
1% cut
2% Salary Increase
Total Expenditures
Surplus (Deficit)

$55,206,000
($98,000)

$514,467

Revenues
FY1997

Allocations
FY 1998

2,386, 702
3,644,463
I ,068 ,823

1,927,979
4,703,388
l ,256,882

7,099,988

7,888,249

2,243,240
3,131,365
343,220
994,596
83,508
2,659,977
3,568,794
23,728
490,418
16,196,924

1,896,342
3,157,432
437,128
1,284,354
89,160
2,677,366
3,724,809
18,490
277,900
17,305,952

29,735,770

30,868,933

921,928

967,258

1.201.463

1.300,000

Nonstate Funds
Fund 148
Summer School
Self-Sustaining Accounts
Continuing Education
Total Fund 148
Funds 4xx, Sxx
Central Stores (430, 431, 435, 440)
Work Force (433, 450)
Motor Pool (460)
General Services (445, 447, 448)
Scheduling Center (470, 472)
Student Activities (522, 523)
University Store (524)
CHCI Gift Shop (525)
Parking (528)
Housing & Dining Services (573)
Total Funds 4xx, Sxx
Fund 145 AUAP
CWU Foundation
Total

38,959,149

41,024,440

Operating Budget Planning Priorities 1998-99
February 13, 1998
Page 3

The vice presidents and provost will fund the necessary 2% salary increase from internal
reallocations. Additionally, the vice presidents and provost will contribute from nonstate funds a
proportional amount from their operating budget to fund and support the Academic Support
System Project. Three areas of our nonstate funds (Continuing Education, International
Programs, and Student Activities) will be exempted from the Academic Support System support
funding. These areas provide significant dollar support to state fund areas operations, i.e.,
Continuing Education supports academic faculty, International Programs supports academic
faculty, and student computing fees support academic computing.
Using the funding plan for 1998-99, strategic planning, the Board of Trustees themes, and the
established priorities of the provost and vice presidents using strategic planning in their divisions
(see attachments), the following presentation identifies university priorities for the Ellensburg
campus and the university centers.

Theme 1
• Institutional Marketing Plan
• Enrollment and Recruitment Strategies (east side and west side)
• University Advertising (east side and west side)
• Student Retention/Financial Aid
Theme 2
• Academic Support System Project
• Faculty Development (Distance Education)
• Equipment and Technological Infrastructure
Theme 3
• Faculty Development of Curriculum Reflecting Diversity
• Diversity (Recruitment/Campus Projects)
Theme 4
• Institutional Accreditation/Accreditation of Specialized Programs
• State Mandated Accountability Goals
• State Mandated Accountability Reporting
• Integrated Data Collection
Theme 5
• University Training Programs/Ombudsman
• Faculty/Exempt Salaries
• Faculty Equity Project
• Improving Customer Service

Operating Budget Planning Priorities 1998-99
February 13, 1998
Page4

Implementing the FY 99 budget allocations, each division head (president, provost, and vice
presidents) will reduce their base budget by 1% and use internal reallocations to fund the 2%
salary increase. Each division will also keep any funds saved from their 1997-98 budget to carry
forward to 1998-99. The requirements for each division head are listed below:
FY98

Unit

Base Budget

President
VP Finance
Provost/Acad Affairs
VP Advancement
VP Students
Total

859,000
11,266,300
29,262,200
827,300
1.831.900
44,046,700

1%

Base Reduction
8,590
112,663
292,622
8,273
18.319
440,467

2%

Salary Increase
7,449
40,490
480,873
8,052
25.259
562,123

For the past six years, enrollment at CWU has remained relatively stable in spite of increased
funding from the state. Because of our past overenrollment, the state has funded 780 FTE over
six years, increasing our annual base budget by $4,045,000 in state general fund dollars. We have
distributed the $4,045,000 in the following way:
President
VP Finance
Provost/A cad Affairs
VP Advancement
VP Students
Total

* Includes

~m

48,000
787,000
2,649,000
196,000
365.000
$4,045,000

fixed cost (utilities) and revolving fund increases.

1.2%
19.5%*
65.5%
4.8%
9.0%
100%

MAJOR BUDGET PRIORITIES
Division of Academic Affairs
January 14, 1998

SALARIES
• Address issues of salary equity, compression, and enhancement for faculty, staff, and
administrators
• Maintain salary systems that are nationally competitive
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• Establish market niche, institutional marketing plan, and enrollment strategies
• Develop multiple quality delivery sites
• Meet enrollment targets through effective student recruitment, admissions, and
financial aid
• Retain students once enrolled
• Graduate quality students in a timely fashion
OPERATIONAL TOOLS
• Provide the equipment, technological infrastructure, and supplies required to facilitate
student learning and deliver high quality services
• Provide sufficient support staffing to facilitate quality instruction and quality services
• Continually develop organizational structures and relationships to improve operational
effectiveness.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Provide faculty development opportunities focused on supporting university goals
• Continually improve faculty instructional development and instructional delivery skills
and outcomes
• Continually improve faculty scholarly and creative activity skills and outcomes
• Continually improve faculty, administrative, and staff service-delivery skills
• and outcomes
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS
• Achieve and maintain institutional accreditation and accreditation of specialized
programs
• Develop integrated data collection and reporting systems to support decision making
and performance reporting
• Achieve state-mandated and institutionally developed accountability goals

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS DIVISION
Budget Priorities
FY 1999
•

Implementing the Academic Systems Support Project (ASSP)

•

Human Resources training programs

•

Providing quality services in Human Resources for faculty hiring

•

Implementing Hope and Lifetime Learning tax credit reporting

•

Improving customer service and billing procedures

•

Instituting a Tree Management program

•

Accountability reporting

•

Technology Initiatives:
Replacing obsolescent computing technology
Providing seamless network access to the extended centers
Replacing the Facilities work order system
Resources to help faculty implement information technology across the curricula
Adequate discipline specific technical computer support for Science Hall and Black Hall
Maintenance of student labs equipment and software in good repair

•

Human Resource Initiatives
Adequate coverage for proctoring student labs during open schedules
Alternate retirement carriers
Maintenance of service levels in telephones, applications, operations and networking
Continued professional development of staff
Improved help desk resources and computing support services

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Budget Priorities - 1998-1999
1.

Recruitment Initiatives
•
Enhance services to tmdecidedltmdeclared students
•
Initiate partial fee waiver thru Housing and Dining Services Fund
•
Increase services to students with special needs and deficiencies
•
Improve efforts to address accountability measures
•
Establish updated "enrichment" program for all entering freshmen as part
of base rate structure and at no additional cost

2.

Retention Initiatives
•
Initiate pilot program for an International House
•
Improve overall programming for evenings and weekends in order to
enhance campus climate, including an increase in diversity prograrnrning
•
Enhance marketing efforts in order to improve commtmication and public
relations
•
Establish Central as a regional center for the national LeaderShape
Program thereby enriching leadership training opportunities
•
Establish the existing "Augmented Services" program within Residential
Services as the "BASE" program level available to all returning students
and transfers

3.

Increase divisional efforts of revenue generation and fund-raising

4.

Improve campus climate through enhanced tmderstanding of sexual harassment,
sexual assault, domestic violence and effects of alcohol and drug abuse

5.

Enhance collaboration with specific academic departments in area of service
learning and leadership development

6.

Support the Academic Support system project to improve processing of
information and to enhance retention and satisfactory progress

Changes:
•

Greater collaboration in addressing student alcohol and drug use and abuse

•

Greater collaboration in providing for programming for students

•

Internal reallocation to address program needs

Budget Priorities for 1998-1999
Division of University Advancement
Development
•
Raise more funds by expanding major and planned giving efforts
•
Secure capital funding for new Music Building
•
Work with academic deans to build decentralized development efforts
•
Increase corporate development solicitations in support of CWU priorities
•
Strengthen capital campaign readiness within University community &
volunteer boards
•
Focus publications & media attention on University themes
Marketing
•
Direct public relations efforts at promoting University market niches
•
Increase legislative awareness ofUniversity's strengths
•
Support centralizing University-wide marketing efforts for greater
effectiveness
•
Find new revenues sources for Central Today as University core publication
Recruitment
•
Conduct more "Honors Nights" around state in support of University
recruitment efforts
•
Create new scholarship funds and endowments to provide more financial aid
•
Increase knowledge and value of University Centers to campus & media
•
Develop use of new technologies to deliver infonnation about CWU
Accountability
•
Develop work plans with accountability standards & outcome expectations
•
Work with Fmmdation Board to connect University priorities with Foundation
spending
•
Improve fund acknowledgment and stewardship processes
•
Develop integrated data collection & reporting system to increase
accountability
•
Upgrade computers to increase effectiveness with ASSP project
Changes
•
Reallocate internal resources to address University and division priorities
•
Transition alumni activities from Ellensburg-based to regional locations
•
Direct more attention to radio, electronic & television mediums

FROM:

..

CTS

FAX HO.:

9631385

82-89-98

82r96P

The Academic Support System Project (ASSP) is currently undenvay and PeopleSoft software
has been unanimously sel~ctcd to provide client/server integrated systems. The goal of the project
is to provide user-fiiendly aQCess to data and infonnation for infonned decision making, and to
provide a modern operating system for institutional support fUnctions. The iounediate scope of
the project will jnclude replacing the current systems for Student, Human Resource, Financials
and Alwnni!Donor. This includes rebuilding the infrastructure that supports these systems: new
client/server hardware platfonns and installation of a relational databue management system.
The Q.ew Academic Suppon System will focus on the followina goals.
•
Provide improved service to students.
•
Provide user-m~dly access for students., faculty. administrators and staff' to allow more
efficient and responsible job pefformance with direct accountability.
•
Provide inuncdiate access to data with easy and attractive report writing functions.
•
·Provide computing functions tbat surpass the current systems ability to process University
· transactions.
•
Provide fle.UJility through Nle-drivon processes that will allow University policy rather
than technology dcteunine institutional procedures.
Students will have easy access to information and processes such as registration, financial aid and
student accounts throuafl the World Wide Web and Voice Response. A single relational database
with query and report writer tools will allow trend analysis, comparis.ons, and projections that we
cannot do currently. The open system will allow users appropriate access to data and powerful,
easy to use computer tools.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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CENTRAX. 'lllrA.S~INGTONUNY'VERSITY
1997-99 BIENNIAL OPERATING BUDGET
HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS

.Instructional Efficiency: Redirection of Existin& General Fund Base
Each institution, at the direction of the higher education coordinating board, shall submit to the
board strategies for achieving measurable and specific improvements in academic years 1997-98
and 1998-99 for the following_ four performance and accountability measures and the state-wide
performance goal for each:
A) Undergraduate degrees granted per full-time equivalent (FTE) instructional faculty:
Comprehensive universities: Goal 9
B) Undergraduate Student Retention: The proportion of freshmen entering in Sept. and returning
the following Sept. Goal 90%
C) Graduation rates: The percent of an entering freshman class at each institution
that graduates within four years. Goal 50%
D) Undergraduate graduation efficiency index. Goal95

Salary Increase
7/1/1997: Funded from General Fund-State
3% Across the board to classified staff and 3% Average to professionals and faculty

Fundin1 undefined
An additional!% average may be given to professionals and faculty July 1, 1997
An additional2% average may be given to professionals and faculty July 1, 1998
These raises shall NOT be included in the institutions salary base.

·Tuition Rate

Bouse: 1.5% and l. 7% Respectfully
Enrollment Targets will be used as a benchmark for funding. Dollars will be placed
in reserve if the following targets are not met: 7126 in FY 1998 and 7223 in FY 1999:
For each student below the target $4,607 in 1998 and $4,550 in 1999 shall be placed in
reserve with OFM.

Provisos
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for each fiscal year shall be spent on
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-

2001
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EXPENSE
License
lnstaiVcon
Student
HR
FS
AD
Maint
Database
Voice Rsp
Scheduling
AddExp
Total

1164
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.

FUNDING
Gen/Fd
Self/Sup
Total
Net Cash Flow
Loan
Payments
Cum Cash Flow
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30
80
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1907
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780
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0
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400
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1464
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0
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7
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0
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0
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Agenda Item #__4_ _
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs
February 13, 1998
Dr. Ivory V. Nelson, President
Central Washington University
Subject:

Summer Session 1998 Budget

Attached is the Summer Session 1998 Budget reviewed and approved by the appropriate
Academic Affairs personnel and by the Budget Advisory Committee. I recommend adoption of
the following motion:

The Board of Trustees approve the Summer School Session 1998 budget.

Respectfully submitted,

David P. Dauwalder
Provost/Vice President
For Academic Affairs
Approved for submission to the Board:
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the Provost I Vice President
for Academic Affairs

MEMORANDUM

Date: February 10, 1998

TO:

Ivory V, Nelson, President

FROM:

David P, Dauwalder, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affair~~

SUBJECT:

SUMMER 1998 BUDGET PROPOSAL

Following the Summer Budget Hearing held Monday, February 2, 1998, I'm forwarding the
following recommendation for summer fees and "fixed costs" distributions for Summer 1998.
Fees tor Summer 1998

V..J~~>J..-A."'r' v

SG

_o_d
Undergraduate Tuition
$ 80 per credit
Postbaccalaureate Tuition
$ 90 per credit
Graduate Tuition
$115 per credit
f ".31?~
Application Fee
$ 48 per student
5D Ml7l - ~·, ,L>L-,d.:
i 00 (.!,£_
This fee structure represents an overall 3.6 percent fee increase for Summer 1998 over Summer
1997.
~t:J

"Fixed Cost " Distributions for Summer 1998
College-Based
Instructional Support
Student Support
Other Overhead
TOTAL

$214,689
193,270
158,636
166,000
$732,595

The "Fixed Cost" Distributions will be honored if revenues exceed expenses. The colleges and
departments will compute break-even point enrollments for each course section based on these
figures and will manage course offerings so revenues exceed expenses for each college. Should
enrollments fall to the point that revenues do not exceed expenses, then the fixed-cost distributions
will need to be reviewed and revised.
Two adjustments were made to the proposed list of"fixed costs" presented at the 1998 Summer
Budget Hearing. The request from the Office ofthe Provost has been reduced $10,000 ($8,000 in
salaries & wages plus $2,000 in benefits). The request from the Cooperative Education Office
has been reduced $5,000 ($4,000 in salaries & wages plus $1,000 in benefits.) The estimated
Barge 302 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1400 • FAX 509-963-2025
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TOO 509-963-3323

L Nelson
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FebruaryJO, 1998

"Revenue Minus Variable & Fixed Costs" line has subsequently increased by $15,000. A revised
Sununer Budget Proposal sununary and detailed projected expenses for Swnmer 1998 showing
these revisions are attached.
Financial Aid

We have been advised by the Assistant Attorney General that we cannot use swnmer revenues to
support financial aid or scholarships.
Distribution o{Revenues

Providing enrollment levels equal or exceed 1997 enrollment levels, funds remaining after subtract
variable costs of instruction, college-based fixed costs, and institutional fixed costs from gross
revenues will be distributed as follows:
•

•
•
•

Beginning balances as of October 1997 will be added to Swnmer 1998 revenues. After
distribution of Swnmer 1997 revenues, this account held a $100,000 working balance plus an
additional $50,000 swnmer session reserve.)
The Office of the Provost will reestablish a reserve account for swnmer session not to exceed
$100,000. {It currently holds $50,000.)
Funds not to exceed $100,000 will be set aside as a working balance for swnmer session
expenses through the following academic year.
The remaining balance will be distributed to the colleges/school based on a proportion of gross
revenues generated by each college.

A revised summary budget sheet dated February 9, 1998, accompanies this memo;

SUMMER 1998 BUDGET PROPOSAL
Central Washington University
February 9, 1998
I

REVENUES
(/Jas.·d on 1998 Proposed Fees and /997 Performance Levels)

College of Arts & Humanities
School of Business & Economics
College of Education & Professional Studies
College ofthe Sciences
Registration Fee
TOTAL

509,750
482,750
900,750
568.750
153.600

2,615,600

VARIABLE COSTS (Based on 1998 Proposals)
(/nl"lrucrional Faculty + Faculty Benefits)

College of Arts & Humanities
School of Business & Economics
College of Education & Professional Studies
College of the Sciences
TOTAL

341.026
390.824
583,232
393.752

1,708,834

FIXED COSTS
f(

"illlirs - Chair Benefits .,. Grad Assts

,., Based
Co/le"t!

Ill .\"I I'll crional

Support

-r

GA Benefits + Supplies ..,. Travel!

College of Arts & Humanities
School of Business & Economics
College of Education & Professional Studies
College of the Sciences
TOTAL

48.085
19.198
70.06 7

Academic Services
Cooperative Education
Library & Media Services
Academic Affairs
TOTAL

11(1.583
13.160
12.2-W
51.2S7

~~.~ )<)

214,689

193,270
Stu tie111
Support

Student Services
TOTAL

Other
01•erlread

ASSP Project
Housing Bonds
Faculty Senate
TOTAL

REVE~UE

MINUS VARIABLE & FIXED COSTS =

15S.(J36

158,636

27.000
39.000
I 00.000

I 66,000

174.171

Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board

HIGHER EDUCATION OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET
GUIDELINES FOR THE 1999-2001 BIENNIUM
February 1998

. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RCW 288.80. 330(4) requires that the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB) adopt
operating and capital budget guidelines and disseminate these guidelines to public four-year
institutions of higher education and the community and technical college system. The Board
adopted preliminary guidelines at its December 3, 1997 meeting. This final version of the 1999·
2001 Budget Guidelines ·reflects comments and input received by members of the Board's
budget subcommittee from representatives of Washington's public baccalaureate institutions
and community and technical college system at a work session on January 30, 1998.
PART 1: OPERATING BUDGET GUIDELINES
CARRY·FORWARD BUDGET

ESSENTIAL BASE
"The Board's first priority is to maintain a level of base funding sufficient to continue the
quality of programs and level of service provided by each institution and the community
and technical colleges in the preceding biennium."
PROGRAM ENHANCEMENT BUDGET:

SUPPORTING ELEMENTS FOR ENHANCEMENTS
• A statement of need
• Clearly articulated and measurable objectives
• A plan to evaluate results
FUNDING PRIORITIES
"As identified in the 1996 State of Washington Master Plan for Higher Education, the
Board's highest statewide priorities remain access with quality."
• Acsgss, including:
Main campuses
Branch campuses
Distance Education, including K-20 aspects

i

•

Quality
"To enhance the quality of undergraduate education with special
emphasis on the development of writing, quantitative, and critic~! thinking
skills."

"Priority consideration will also be given to enhancement proposals that address the
following strategies to improve access and quality:"
•

Technology, to develop student proficiencies and a quality learning
experience, including use of the K-20 Network beyond already supported
levels.

•

Partnerships and Collaboration, to maximize collaboration and partnership
efforts with outside an individual institution.

•

Effectiveness, to improve graduation, retention and transfer rates and other
student-centered outcomes.

PART II: CAPITAL BUDGET GUIDELINES
Two overall investment goals for higher education capital expenditures, with investment
strategies that represent HECB's 1999-2001 capital budget priorities.
PROVIDING FOR EQUITABLE ACCESS responds to increased demand from: the "babyboom echo", changing labor-market conditions and opportunities, and the training and
retraining needs of our state's residents. Strategies for this goal are:
•

Continued Implementation of the Branch Campus Development Plan

•

Main Campus Growth to Serve Additional Enrollments in High Population
Growth Areas and/or Additional Enrollments from Underserved Areas

•

Development of Off-Campus Centers and Alternative Program Delivery
Models (such as Multi-Institutional Consortia) to Serve.Additional Enrollments
in High Population Growth Areas and/or Additional Enrollments from
Underserved Areas

•

Alternative (Non-Facility Intensive) Uses of Capital Funds to Support Non-Site
Based Instructional Program Delivery (such as equipment acquisition to
support distance learning)

ENSURING QUALITY IN THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT responds to the policy that quality
programs be maintained and provided to students in populated, as well as remote areas of our
state. Strategies for this goal are: Preservation, for projects sustaining or returning a facility or
system to a satisfactory level of performance, and Modernization, for projects improving or
changing the use of a facility or system to support an acceptable level of program quality.

ii

------------

CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE I HECB BUDGET PROCESS
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TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL REQUESTS

88°/o
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12°/o

NATURE:

CARRY-FORWARD BUDGET

· ENHANCEMENTS

BASIC CRITERIA:

OFM BUDGET INSTRUCTIONS

+

DESIGNATED
MEASURES:

LEGISLATED ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES
(separate from budgeting process)

HECB
GUIDELINES
INSTITUTION
IDENTIFIED
OBJECTIVES

HECB BUDGET
REVIEW FOCUS:

budget guidelines

3°/o

97°/o

EXISTING HECB BUDGET DEVELOPMENT PROCESS PER CURRENT LAW REQUIREMENTS

ADOPTION OF
HECBBUDGET
GUIDELINES ISSUED
BUDGET OUTLINES
DUETOHECB

....
~

JAN

NOV DEC

ODD NUMBERED YEAR
(e.g., 1997)

JAN

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

JAN

JLY

EVEN NUMBERED YEAR

I I

S

(e.g.,1998)

CRITICAL HECB BUDGET PREPARATION STAFF ACTIVITIES

~

Receive Budget Requests
September 1st
Review Requests
Research & Evaluate Request l~ems
Prepare Request Summaries
Prepare Board Package for Conferences
September 10th
Board Budget Sub-Committee Briefings
September 29th
Attend Budget Conferences
Prepare Preliminary Staff Recommendations
Board Budget Sub-Committee Briefings·
Review with Institutions, OFM, Legislative Staff
Review & Finalize Staff Recommendations
Prepare Board Package
October 10th
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Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board

HIGHER EDUCATION OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET ·
GUIDELINES FOR THE 1999-2001 BIENNIUM
February 1998

Part 1: CONTEXT AND OVERVIEW
BACKGROUND. RCW 288.80. 330(4) requires that the Higher Education Coordinating Board
(HECB) adopt operating and capital budget guidelines and disseminate these guidelines to public
four-year institutions of higher education and the community and technical college system. Draft
guidelines were distributed in November 1997 to invite comments and suggestions from those
involved in the delivery of public higher- education in Washington State. The Board adopted
preliminary guidelines at its December 3, 1997 meeting. This final version of the 1999-2001
Budget Guidelines reflects comments and input received by members of the Board's budget
subcommittee from representatives of Washington's public baccalaureate institutions and
community and technical college system at a work session on January 30, 1998.
These guidelines are the starting point for the Board's statutory obligation to review, evaluate, and
make recommendations on the operating and capital budget requests of these institutions. As
specified in the enabling statute, these recommendations, which the Board wiil adopt at its October
1998 meeting and communicate to the Governor and the Legislature, are to be based upon the
following criteria:

1. The mission statements of higher education institutions;
2. The state's higher education goals, objectives, and priorities;
3. The state's comprehensive Master Plan for Higher Education; and
4. Guidelines that outline the Board's fiscal priorities.
CONTEXT: Accountability, Technology, Assessment, Program Review. The Legislature and
the Governor, in the 1997-99 Appropriations Act, directed the Board and the institutions to develop
a higher education accountability system to monitor and report on performance. Each four-year
institution developed a plan, approved by the Board at its September 1997 meeting, that identified
the specific objectives to be achieved in order to reach its performance goals for five accountability
measures by academic year 2004-05. This accountability effort that is underway relates to the
carry-forward, or base, budget for each institution and provides part of the context for the 19992001 bud et uideli
·
the Board and the institutions have been directed to recommend
1se measures o

Institutional accountability plans include objectives for each measure for each of the eight years
between 1997-98 and 2004-05. The Board assumed that institutions had committed to these
performance levels within the scope of existing or anticipated resources. However, fundin*
ro osals for
would allow achievement of goals sooner tt1an set bdf In a
1ns 1 u _1on s plan will be given prio
or en ancements.

1999-2001 Budget Guidelines
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Since 1989, the Legislature has supported an assessment of the outcomes of higher education
by providing specific appropriations for developing assessment programs at the public
baccalaureate institutions, as well as the community and technical college system. Outcomes and
results from these assessment efforts also should be reflected in institutional decision-makinp,
management, and resource allocation plans and proposals. Priority consideration also will be giv(
to enhancement proposals that have evolved from assessment practices and results, and are linked
to specific perfonnance outcomes.
Beginning in 1996, the Legislature committed resources to build and operate a K-20 Educational
Technology Network. The Telecommunications Oversight and Policy Committee (TOPC) has
adopted fiVe goals for this ·network: 1) increase access; 2) increase efficiency; 3) improve quality; 4)
increase partnerships; and 5) increase student learning. The Board's guidelines will give priority
consideration to those technology requests that are linked to these goals and that specify outcome
measures to ass~ss the degree to which particular technology enhancements advance these go~ls.
The Board, in consultation with Washington's public baccalaureate institutions, has developed a
revised program approval ·process. New academic programs for which new funding will be
requested in 1999-2001 should have received HECB pre-approval by July 1998.
The following guidelines establish the general framework and fiscal directions the Board will follow
as it reviews institutional requests and develops, from a statewide perspective, its budget
recommendations for the 1999-2001 biennium.
Part II: 1999-2001 OPERATING BUDGET GUIDELINES
GENERAL APPROACH. The Board will review general issues related to the base or carryforward budget for each four-year institution and the community and technical college system as
outlined in these guidelines. Then, from a statewide perspective, the Board will evaluate and .
make recommendations on the carry-forward budget and on specific proposals for enhancements
using the fiscal priorities outlined in these guidelines.
CARRY-FORWARD BUDGET IS THE FIRST PRIORITY. The Board's first priority is to maintain a
level of base funding sufficient to continue the quality of programs and level of services provided by
each institution and the community and technical college system in the preceding biennium.
This priority should not be construed to mean that the Board will automatically recommend the base
budget for each institution or the community and technical college system. Rather, the Board will
seek assurances that current programs and operations are subject to ongoing evaluation that
results in increased efficiency and productivity. (See above comments on Accountability,
Assessment and Technology.)
The Board receives institutional1999-2001 budget requests as submitted to the Office of Financial
·Management (OFM) and requests that the following information be included:
•

Funding levels should be adjusted, in accordance with OFM instructions, to the maintenance
level specified for the 1999-2001 biennium.
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•

Submittals should include a brief report describing changes that have resulted in improved
program efficiency or productivity, as well as any major internal reallocation of resources
made to emphasize priority areas. Linkage of these actions to the requirements identified in
institutional accountability plans is encouraged.

•

Institutions should use their budget requests as one vehicle to demonstrate an ability to
focus available resources on higher priority areas. An identified willingness to engage in
"growth through substitution", or to "restructure" priorities, can help lend support for
resources that cannot be attained in any other manner. Moreover, those areas of activity
lost through substitution should not be only those that have exceeded their useful life, but
should ~e areas of activity with some continuing, if lesser, value.

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS: REQUIRED INFORMATION. The Board will consider a positive
funding recommendation for program enhancements only if the proposed request includes all of
the following:
1. A statement of ne~d that is documented by quantitative and qualitative measures related to
institutional mission and state higher education priorities;
2, Clearly articulated and measurable objectives with explicit linkages to identified need; and
3. A plan by which results can be evaluated relative to the objectives sought.
Requesting some assurance of how proposed enhancements will improve the condition of higher
education delivery at an institution has long been part of HECB budget guidelines, as well as OFM
budget instructions.
PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS: FUNDING PRIORITIES. As identified in the 1996 State of
Washington Master Plan for Higher Education, the Board's highest statewide priorities remain
access with quali :
Pro

als should be advanced that are designed to increase enrollment
consi
the Board's adopted Master Plan, including on-campus, branch campus,
and distance education. All requests for increased enrollment should set forth whether
the enrollment is to be directed to lower division, upper division, or graduate level, as well
as identified by location. Enrollment requests should estimate that portion of increased
enrollment that would be delivered through distance education. Use of the K-20
Telecommunications Network to increase efficiencies in the delivery of instruction
through multi-site access to a single source of coursework is encouraged, and will be
accorded a priority equal to that of increasing enrollment.
•

Quality. Proposals should be advanced to enhance the quality of undergraduate
education, with special emphasis on the development of writing, quantitative and critical
This could include efforts to improve the quality and status of
thinking skills.
undergraduate teaching for faculty; initiation or extension of learning communities; efforts
to improve time-to-degree; or similar proposals. Outcome measures, with accompanying
performance targets, should be linked to these quality enhancement proposals.
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Priority consideration will also be given to enhancement proposals that address the following
strategies to improve access and quality:
• Technology. Proposals should be advanced that improve the ability of students to
become proficient in relevant technologies and that enhance the quality of the leamino
experience through technology-based instruction. This priority area will include reques
for increased funding, beyond already supported levels, related to expanded use of the
K-20 Network.
•

Partnerships and Collaboration.
Proposed enhancements that draw upon
collaboration and partnership efforts with other higher education institutions, K-12
education, or other entities in the public and private sectors will be considered to be of a
priority higher than proposed enhancements relating solely to a single institution.

•

Effectiveness. Prc1posals should be advanced to improve graduation rates generally,
and especially those! directed at students from underrepresented segments of the state's
population. In additi1on, enhancements, with accompanying performance targets, that will
improve student retention, participation rates, successful transfer rates, and student
support services for such underrepresented students will be given priority.

This outline of priorities does not preclude favorable consideration of other funding requests,
including those commonly expressed in terms of institution-wide requirements such as support
functions or plant operations and maintenance. Supporting justification for such enhancements,
however, should be as comprehensive as for those priority areas set out above.
Evaluation of Requests. The process to be followed in reviewing 1999-2001 operating budget
requests will include evaluating each request within the following general criteria:

1. Applicability to HECB priorities and Master Plan goals-clear and explicit connections.
2. Documented need-basis of and extent of need, and/or importance to state or institution.
Use of assessment results, as well as other quantitative and qualitative measures related to
institutional mission and state higher education priorities, as evidence of need is particularly
encouraged.
3. Evidence of collaboration and agreement among institutions in developing and offering
distance education through a variety of means. Evidenee of collaboration among institutions
and sectors in the deployment of educational technology.
The Higher Education Coordinating Board recognizes that the institutional boards of regents and
trustees make the key decisions on each institution's biennial operating budget requests. However,
timelines are greatly compressed when Board staff receive only in late September or early October
those requests that the Board must develop recommendations for by mid-October, To the extent
possible, Washington's public institutions of higher education should communicate with HECB staff
as early as possible on the potential outlines of their 1999-2001 operating budget requests.
However, despite our best mutual efforts, little time will be available for this analysis and review
phase, hence the opportunity to develop and submit additional justification material will be severely
limited. The decision packages submitted in September should therefore be complete in all
respects.
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Part Ill: 1999-2001 CAPITAL BUDGET GUIDELINES
INVESTMENT GOALS. The HECB believes that the concept of investment should underlie its
capital expenditure recommendations. Accordingly, the Board has established two goals for
higher education capital expenditures.
The investment goal of Providing for Equitable Access responds to increased enrollment and
changing program demand resulting from the "baby-boom echo," changing economic and labormarket conditions and opportunities, and the training and retraining needs of our state's residents.
This investment goal supports the 1996 Master Plan policy of providing additional access in an
equitable and accessible manner throughout our state.
The investment goal of Ensuring Quality in the Learning Environment responds to the Master
Plan policy that quality programs be maintained and provided to increasing numbers of students
throughout our state.
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES. From these overall goals, the Board has established "investment
strategies" that reflect the fiscal priorities for capital expenditures. These strategies, summarized
below, will be used as budget recommendation categories to provide a logical placement and
evaluation of proposed capital projects.
1. Providing for Equitable Access. The investment strategies for this goal are:
•

Continued implementation of the branch campus development plan.

•

Main campus growth to serve additional enrollments in high population-growth areas or
additional enrollments from underserved areas.

•

Development of off-campus centers and alternative program-delivery models (e.g.,
multi-institutional consortia) to serve additional enrollments in high population-growth
areas or additional enrollments from underserved areas.

•

Alternative (non-facility intensive) uses of capital funds to support non-site based
instructional program delivery (for example, equipment acquisition to support various
modes of distance learning).
Capital project requests supporting these investment strategies will be evaluated and ranked on
criteria p_ertaining to: documented space need/shortages per current or projected enrollment
levels; student FTEs to be served per project cost; relative higher education participation rates of
population areas to be served; and appropriateness of the use of bond proceeds as a financing
basis for the proposed activity.
2. Ensuring Quality in the Learning Environment. Two strategies address this investment
goal: Preservation and Modernization.
•

The Preservation strategy includes projects needed to sustain or return a building or
system to a satisfactory level of functional performance. Capital projects in this
category do not involve a change in builoling program and use. Repair, renovation, and
retrofit projects are included in this category. Projects to address immediate life and
safety needs are the highest priority.
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The Modernization strategy includes capital projects needed to improve or change the
use or performance level of a building or system in order to support an acceptable level
of program quality. Renovation as well as new building construction or syster
installations fall in this category.

Capital project recommendations for the Preservation and Modernization strategies will be
prioritized on the basis of building/system use. Except for immediate life- and safety-related
project requests, those projects supporting direct instructional programs will be prioritized higher
than other support or non-instructional related projects.
BUDGET REVIEW PROCESS. The Board recognizes that the capital budget requests submitted
by the public four-year institutions and the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges
(SBCTC) represent and reflect complex management and planning processes and choices,
requiring considerable effort to develop and prioritize at the institutional level. To ensure that
sufficient time is provided to adequately understand institutional capital needs and project
requests, a more formalized process and schedule for the preparation of the Board's capital
recommendations is proposed for the 1999-2001 capital budget preparation process.
This process summarized in the steps ·outlined below, will require a collaborative· and responsive
approach in the sharing of preliminary institutional budget request information and HECB budget
recommendations. The schedule, from April through July 1998, reflects the time necessary to
accumulate information that will be submitted in formal budget requests by September 1, 1998.
This schedule, moreover, will be coordinated with parallel work being conducted by the Office of
Financial Management during this time period.

1. Capital Needs: Field/Site Review. HECB staff will undertake field/site reviews of
capital needs in April and May, 1998. These reviews will be conducted at the respective
campuses or other locations as appropriate. The focus of the review will be on both
immediate capitaVfacility needs and the institutions' longer-term capital program plan.
2. Pre-Submittal: Governor's Capital Plan Update. Institutions and the SBCTC will be
requested to submit to the HECB, by June 19, 1998, a draft update of the prioritized
capital projects contained in the Governor's Capital Plan for the 1999-2001 and 2001-2003
biennium. This information will be requested as a pre-submittal to the official submission
of the budget request. Institutions and the SBCTC will be asked to identify possible
requests for deletion of projects currently in the plan, changes in estimated project costs,
changes in the priority array, and new projects.
3. Pre-Submittal Conferences. Based on the information provided in the update to the
Governor's Capital Plan, HECB staff will schedule pre-submittal conferences with the
institutions and the SBCTC. The purpose of these conferences, to be held between June
22 and July 10, 1998, will be to review the underlying policy and planning basis of the
institutions' and SBCTC's approaches to establishing the priority array of 1999-2001 and
2001-2003 plan-period projects.
4. Preliminary Project Priorities. The institutions arid the SBCTC will be requested to
submit a preliminary listing of prioritized capital project requests for the 1999-2001
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. biennium to the HECB by July 17, 1998. HECB staff will recognize that the submitted
information is in draft form and does not constitute a public document or represent an
official budget submittal. The information will be used by HECB staff to understand the
magnitude of the 1999-2001 capital request for all of higher education, and to begin the
classification of projects within the HECB Investment Categories.

5.
Review of Preliminary HECB Capital Revenue Assumptions and Project
Categorizations. HECB staff will invite institutional and SBCTC representatives to attend
briefings on the preliminary capital budget sizing assumptions being developed as part of
the Board's budget recommendations. Additionally, HECB staff will review the preliminary
classification of projects within the HECB Investment Strategy categories with the
institutions and the SBCTC. These briefings will be scheduled between July 27 through
July 31, 1998.
6. Capital Budget Submittal. Pursuant to the budget instructions issued by the Office of
Financial Management, the institutions and the SBCTC will submit copies of their capital
budget requests to the HECB, the Office of Financial Management, and the Legislature by
September 1, 199lJ.
·
7. Review of Preliminary HECB Staff Recommendations. Meetings to review the
preliminary HECB capital project recommendations will be held with the institutions and
SBCTC staff between September 28 and September 30, 1998, provided that the
institutions and the SBCTC have submitted their official budget requests to OFM and the
HECB by the established due date.
B. Receipt of (proposed) HECB Capital Budget Recommendations. Each institution
and the SBCTC will be provided with the (proposed} HECB 1999-2001 Capital Budget
Recommendations at the time that the recommendations are transmitted to the Board and
available to the public.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Multi-Institutional Projects And K-20 Applications. Capital
funding requests to support multi-institutional instructional program delivery and/or multi-institution
facility development do not need to be prioritized within the respective institution's overall array of
capital projects priorities. These projects may be displayed separately.
Institutions and the SBCTC are requested to identify funding requests to support the
implementation of elements of the adopted K-20 site plan by including, "(K20}" at the end of the
project name/title.
*****************
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I, Ralph Munro, Secretary of State of the State of Washington and
custodian of ks seal/ hereby certify that, according to the recC?rds on
file in my office, the attached copy of Initiative Measure No. 200 to
the Legislature is a true and correct copy as it was received by this
office.
PROPOSED WASHINGTON STATE CIVIL RIGHTS INITIATIVE

Proposed Ballot: Ti t:le

Shall government entities be prohibited from discriminating
against or granting preferential treatment to individuals or groups
based on race, sex, c~lor, ethnicity, or national origin?
Proposed Ballot Summary

This initiative prohibits government from discriminating against
or granting preferential treatment t~individuals or groups based on
race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin iri public employment,
public education, or public contracting. Government includes all
public entities, including the state, cities~ counties, pub~ic
~
schools, public colleges, public universit::-ies,. anq_other governmental
instrumentalities. This initiative does not repeal or modify any. law
or governmental action that does not· discriminate or grant
preferential treatment.
Co-Sponsors & Co-Chairs ·
Representative Scott Smith
1931~ - 1l.Oth Ave Ct E:
Graham, WA 98338-8140

Tim Eyman
7721 Corliss Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103-4934

(206) 846-8947

(206) 528-1685

1

'·

1
2
3
4

AN ACT Relating to prohibiting government entities from
discriminating or granting preferential treatment based on race, sex,
color, ethnicity, or national origin; and adding new sections to
chapter 49.60 RCW.

5

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON:

NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The state shall not discriminate
7 against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group
8 on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in
9 the operation of public employment, public education, or public
F:
10 contracting. ·
11
(2) This section applies only to action taken after the effective
12 date of this· section.
13
(3) This section does not affect any law or governmental actio;
14 ·that does not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment
15 to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color,
16 ethnicity, or national origin.
17
(4) This section does not affect any otherwise lawful
18 classification that:
19
(a) Is based on sex and is necessary for sexual privacy or
20 medical or psychological treatment; or
21
{b) Is necessary for undercover law enforcement or for
22 film, video, audio, or theatrical castingi or
23
(c7 Provides for separate athletic teams for each sex.
24
(5) This section does not invalidate any court order or consent
25 decree that is in force as of the effective date of this section.
(6) This section does not prohibit ac.tion that must be taken to
26
27 establish or main~ain eligibility for any federal program, if
28 ineligibility would result in a loss of federal funds to the state.
~9
(7) For the purposes of this ~ection, "state" includes, but is
30 not necessarily limited to, the state itself, any city, county,
31 public college or university, community college, school district,
6

2

~

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

special district, or other political subdivision or governmental
instrumentality of or within the state.
( 8) Th~ ~med~es ,_~yailable for violations o.f this section shall
be the same, regardless of the injured party's race, sex, color,
ethnicity, or national origin, as are otherwise available for
violations of Washington anti-discrimination law.
(9) This section shall be self-executing. If any part or parts
o~ this section are found to be in conflict with federal law, the
United States Constitution, or the Washington state Constitution, the
section shall be implemented to the maximum extent that federal law,
the United States Constitution, ~nd the Wa~hington state Constitution
permit. Any provision held invalid shall be severable from the
remaining portions of this section.

m;w SECTXQH.

Sec. 2.

NEW ~G!~IOH.

Sec. 3.

This act shall be known and cited as the
Washin,gton State Civil Rights Act.
Sections 1 and 2 of this act are each

added to chapter 49.60 RCW.
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SENATE BILL REPORT
SB 6689
As of February 2, 1998
Title: An act relating to ensuring equal opportunity without quotas in public employment,
education, and contracting.
Brief Description: Ensuring equal opportunity in public employment, education, and contracting.
Sponsors: Senators Prince, Winsley, Kline, B. Sheldon, Haugen, Goings, Fraser, Fairley, Wood
and Thibaudeau.
Brief History:
Committee Activity: Law & Justice: 2/4/98.

SENATE COMMIITEE ON LAW & JUSTICE

Staff: David Johnson (786-7754)
Background:

Generally, the law prohibits discrimination based on race, gender, and
ethnicity. However, the Supreme Court has ruled that state agencies may take such factors
into consideration as part of affirmative action programs. Some agencies have programs in
place which consider these factors in hiring, contracting, and education. There has been
criticism of the use of quotas in these types of programs.

Summary of Bill: The use of quotas in public employment, education, and contracting is
prohibited. A quota is defined as a fixed number requirement to be attained, or not to be
exceeded, and which violates the federal Constitution.
Programs may consider race, gender, and ethnicity in order to ensure equal opportunity and
prevent discrimination, if allowed by the federal Constitution. However, no program may hire
unqualified persons.
Agencies may take those actions necessary to comply with federal requirements to receive
funds. Courts are not limited in their ability to limit or correct discrimination.

Appropriation: None.
FISCal Note: Not requested.

Effective Date: Ninety days after adjournment of session in which bill is passed.

Senate Bill Report
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Senate Law aod Justice Committee

I

I would like to begin with some personal background to put my testimony in context. In
1955 I graduated from a segregated high school. In college, the chairman of the math
department at Harvard told me that I could not major in math because &irls could not be
mathematicians. When I graduated from college with a major in physical sciences, I was told
by several notable employers that they did not hire women ill professional positions, but
could I type? In 1962 I was :fired from my job as a technical writer at Texaco because I was
pregnant. This was not so Jong ago.
Sixteen years later, in 1978, l received my PhD from Yale University, and 1 began a new
career in higher educatiOJJI. Evergreen is my fourth job. In each of those four jobs, including
this one, I was the fust w~oman ever hired. fn each of those four jobs, I would not have been
considered as a candidate except for Affinnative Action. Everyone knew that the dean bad to
be a man; the dean had always been a man, the president had always been a mon. Tlta.t•s
what a dean looks like. That's what a president looks like. Aff'umative Action helped those
institutions to look beyond comfortable asswnptions about what a dean or a president had to
look like, and to consider what the requirements for the job really were, and what the
qualifications really were. I was considered for those positions because I was a woman, but I
was hired because I was the best qualified candidate. I will not assert that 1 have been the
best dean or president that ever was, but 1 do assert that I have not been the worst, and I have
certainly been qualified.

I tell you this personal story to set the context for our opposition to this initiative before the
Legislatw"e. For our society and for our collective (uture, we need to use all the talents of all

of our people. We need to actively seek out and develop candidates for admission to college
- candidates who have always been told tbat college was not for them because they are darkskinned, or female, or disabled, or too ol~ or too poo1·. We need to actively seek out and
de"elop candidates for employment as teachers, as deans, as legisla ors, as technicians, as
contractors - candidates who have always been discouraged from aspiring because they are
dark-skinned, or female, or disablep, or too old, or too poor.
We must not- we cannot afford to admit or to employ people who are not qualified. Failure

harms everyone. But unfortunately we still need co be reminded to be clear-eyed and hard·
headed about what really is a qualification, and what is simply an old assumption based on
our personal history and our limited experience. Even in the I 950s, being male was not
really a qualification for being a mathematician.
We support the in ent of Senate Bill 6689, which forbids· quotas and which forbids hiring or
selecting unqualified persons. We do not have and we do not want quotas. We do not and
we do not want to select the unqualified. But passage of the Initiative now before the
Legislature may well prevent us from actively seeking out talent and ability in places and
among people that continue to despair of opportunity. We cannot afford that. We urge the
-legislature to place an alternative before the people.
JUt~Am:24siJc:ocn
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I am also afraid of some other chilling effects that might follow. If Washington's .
public institutions of learning no longer seem welcoming to minority students, how many
outstanding minority students from this state will choose to go elsewhere, even if they are
admitted here? The experience of other states suggests that this may happen. And then

how many outstanding new faculty members and staff members of.ill colors will we be
unable to recruit, because they ask questions about the diversity of our student body that
we cannot answer to their satisfaction? (And they do indeed ask those questions.) Finally,
what about employment prospects for our graduates, if they lack the experienc~ with
diversity that most employers are now seeking?

For all these reasons, diversity is vital to the educational mission of the University
of Washington. It makes us a smarter university, and it makes our graduates better citizens
and more valuable employees. I hope you Vwill weigh these considerations as you consider
and debate Initiative 200. Thank you again for allowing me to speak to you today.

Pleasa provide Marsha King at The Seattle Times with this
information on your college or university:
l. Fer the entering freshman class of fall 1997: (Most of
you have already supplied these statistics for enrollees.
Eut I would like the data for all other categories, also.)
The number of applications, number offered admission,
number denied admission, number enrolled by race and
gender. Also, please provide the average GPA, SAT score and
Admission Index score f~r each of these groups by race and
gender.
Example: How many students were denied in each race and
gender category and what was their average GPA, combined
SAT and Admission Index Score.
2. (a) The number of graduate and professional students
by race and gender for the fall of 1997 by college or
school. (b) average entering test scores and gpa's for
graduate and professional students by race and gender by
college or school.
~ 3. The number of all employees by race and gender
broken down in major categories of administrative,
classified and faculty {for faculty: tenured and not
tenured.) Please provide these statistics for three
benchmark years 1976, 1986 and 1996.

I will follow this request up by phone to make sure you
understand what I'm asking for. ~so, I realize that
several of the colleges have already provided me with most
of this information.
Thanks for all your work. I know this is time
consuming.

The fo~o .... wing employment information is taken from Central Washington University Affirmative Action Plans, utilizing data
collected during October of 1976, 1986 and 1996.
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0

0
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2

0
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GARY LOCKE

Governor

STATE OF WASHINGTON

P.O. Box 40002 • Olympia, Washington 98504-0002 • (360} 753-6780 • TTYflDD (360) 753-6466

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE- Feb. 4, 1998

Locke says re-tool higher education for the future
OLYMPIA - In what may be the most comprehensive approach to improving
Washington's higher e~ucation system ever taken, Gov. Gary Locke today launched his plan for
creating an innovative·system of life-long learning for all Washington citizens.

Locke announced he has assembled a panel of top leaders from business, technology,
labor, education and communities all across the~ state to conduct a searching appraisal of how
Washington can best create a world-class system of life-long learning by the year 2020.
"Washington's outstanding colleges and universities have served us well for the past 100
years," Locke said. "To meet the challenges of the next 100 years, however, we must change and
excel at a higher level. Our system of higher education must become more accountable, more
competitive, more efficient, inore flexible and more responsive to student and business needs."
The 2020 Commission on the Future of Higher Education, which begins its duties this
month, will take a broad approach in assessing what Washington citizens need from colleges and
universities and the best ways to fulfill those needs. The commission 'Yi!l produce
recommendations by the end of September 1998.
Locke said the 21-member commission will tackle issues of academic excellence,
accountability, quality improvements, educational refollilS, affordable access, life-long learning
opportunities that use technology, and a competitive workforce that contributes to economic
vitality. He directed the commission to reevaluate in truly fundamental ways how higher
education is provided, and to think in vezy new and creative ways about possible changes.
Many experts, including the numerous presidents of distinguished universities and others
serving on a national panel .known as the Kellogg Commission, have sai4 the colleges and
universities of the future will not necessarily be bound by the four walls of a classroom. Through
technology and other innovations, instruction could be provided where and when the student
wants it.
-more- .

0

·.

11~~---------___....,.._..
Locke said a key goal in this effort is to guarantee that people from all comers of the state
will have the same access to top quality instruction, whether they live in Aberdeen or Zillah,
Seattle or Spokane.
Co-chairing the commission will be John W. Creighton Jr., who served as chief
executive officer for the Weyerhaeuser Company from 1991 until his retirement in December
1997. He is a member of the University ofPuget Sound Board of Trustees. Sharing the
commission chairmanship is Bob Craves, senior vice president of membership and marketing of
Costco. Craves is on the Board of Trustees of Seattle University and Catholic University of
·
America in Washington, D.C.
###
Contact: Governor's Communications Office, 360-902-4136

··,

2020 Commission on the Future of Higher Education

Charge
The 2020 Commission is charged with developing an innovative vision of
what a world-class system of post-secondary edu~ation and life-long learning in
Washington should be like by the year 2020. The Commission will recommend
realistic steps to implement that vision in order to advance educational
'opportunity and prosperity for the citizens of our state.
From February to September 1998, the 2020 Commission-composed of highly
respected community and business leaders-will engage in a far-sighted and bigpicture conversation on society's goals and needs for post-secondary education and on
the best ways to fulfill those expectations. Washington has outstanding colleges and
universities. To meet.the new opportunities and challenges of the future, the state's
system of higher education has to be even more excellent, more accountable, more
competitive, more efficient, more flexible, and more responsive to student needs. It
also has to be assured of strong and stable support.
The Commission's recommendations should reflect its vision of the educational
attainments that Washington's citizens should have in the knowledge-based and global
economy of tomorrow. The vision and the recommendations should be based on
shared goals for the future of higher education rather thari on increased regulation.
The conversations of the Commission should include the business community,
educ~tors, students, labor groups, state and local government, and interested citizens.
The Commission will assess what the main stakeholders want from the system of postsecondary education and what each can contribute to create the desired future.
The Commission's report and recommendations will guide the Governor's higher
education budget and policy initiatives in the 1999 legislative session and beyond. The
advisory work of the Commission can also help inform the decision-making of other ·
policy-makers and administrators responsible for the governance of post-secondary
education.

Context
As we approach the 21st century, Washington's colleges and universities face
unprecedented pressures for change. These forces-which will redefine the future
shape and direction of higher education-include:

...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•
•
•

The public expectations that higher education be more accountable;
.
The. enrollment pressures caused by the rising number of post-secondary
and mid-career students;
The preservation of affordable access for students;
The challenge of funding levels that ensure increased access and academic
excellence;
The need for greater efficiency ctnd productivity in an era of fiscal limits;
The demand for a competitive workforce, lifelong learning, and research
to promote economic vitality and quality of life;
_
The transformative impact of computing and telecommunication
technologies on learning, teaching, and the delivery of education
.
·
.
unconstrained by location and time;
The implications of K-12 ed,caltion refOims for post-secondary education;
The educa.tional, economic, and moral imperative that public higher education
be more inclusive of histC?rically underrepresented and underserved
populations; .
.. . , . . .
. ,
.
The changing roles, rewards, and responsibilitles.of faculty;
The governance of higher education, including differentiated roles for
educational institutions and the seamless coordination of their programs.

The Locke Administration is commi«ed to thinking in new ways about higher
education and life-long learning. Now is the time to envision and implement
fundamental changes, continuing quality improvements, and strategically planned
investments in community colleges and four-year institutions so that they may better
serve the people of Washington.
Scope

The vision for higher education in 2020 should encompass-but is not limited
to-the following areas:
• Measures of institutional accountability that are strategic and meaningful;
•· Preservation and enhancement of academic excellence;
·
• Continuing quality improvements: Productivity, efficiencies, governance, and
faculty culture;
• A seamless system of life-long learning that provides for affordable access,
delivers on-site and distance education via new learning technologies, and
creates educational opportunities for underserved and diverse populations;
• Research and a competitive workforce that contrib~te to economic vi~lity;
• The impact of K-12 educational reforms on higher education and the
contribution of higher education to the implementation of these reforms.
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Any issue can be on the table for the Commission's consideration. However, the vision
and the specific recommendations that emerge from its deliberations should be far- .
sighted but realistic.

Organization: rhe Commission's Task Forces and Staffing
The Commission will be composed of 20 members, including two co-chairs: Jack
Creighton (former CEO of Weyerhaeuser) and Bob Craves (Senior Vice President of
Costco and chair of the Higher Education Coordinating Board).
To distribute the large workload and to ensure a broad representation of views,
the Commission may employ task forces that address the areas listed above. The task
forces may include some members who are not on the Commission itself. This
organization will enable the 2020 Commission to act as a board of directors to decide
on the recommendations of its task forces. The co-chairs of the Commission would
coordinate and oversee the work of the task forces.
A staff director, a technical advisory group, and retained consultants will support
the Commission and its task forces. There will also be staff assigned to the task forces.

Timeline for Final Report
The. 2020 Commission will submit to the Governor its final report and
recommendations by September 30, 1998.
To the extent that some recommendations may require ongoing development,
refinement, application, or monitoring, these follow-up functions will be carried out-as
appropriate-by the Higher Education Coordinating Board, the State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges, and the colleges and universities.

-3-
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2020 COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
CO.CHAIRS

John W. Creighton, Jr. served as the CEO of Weyerhaeuser Company from 1991 until his
retirement in December 1997. He is .a member of the University of Puget Sound Board of
Trustees.
Bob Craves is Senior Vice President of Membership & Marketing.of Costco. He is on the
Boards of Trustees of Seattle University and Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C.

The Hon. Mary Kay B~cker, of Bellfngham, is a member ofthe Washington State Court of
Appeals (Division 1). She is a former chair of the Western Washington University Board of
Trustees and a former state legislator.
Rick Bender is President of the Washington State Labor Council.
.

.

Phyllis J. Campbell is President of U.S. Bank, Washington. She is a Washington State
University Regent.
Charles T. Collins recently retired as the President of the Colsper Corporation. He is the Chair
of the Commission on Student Learning and _the former Chair of the Higher Edueation ·
Coordinating Board.
John E. Corbally is the Chairman of the Board of the John D. And Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation. He is a former president of the University of Illinois. Mr. Corbally resides in
Snohomish County.
James B. Dagnon is The Boeing Company's Senior Vice President for People, a role which
includes the traditional human resources functions as well as organizational development and
the Boeing Center for Leadership and Learning.
The Hon. Daniel J. Evans is a former Governor and U.S. Senator. He serves on the University
of Washington Board of Regents.
·
Kelso Gillenwater, a resident of Gig Harbor, served as president and publisher of Tacoma's
The News Tribune from 1991-97. He is a former member of the Higher Education Coordinating
Board.
Toiya Gist is a business student at Pierce College in Tacoma.
Jeannette C. Hayner, of Walla Walla, is the Chair of the Board of Directors of TWJ. She
served in the state legislature for 20 years, retiring iri 1992 a~ Senate Majority Leader.

.:

Karen E. Lane is the Senior Vice President for External Relations at the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center. She is a former director of the Department of Social and Health
Services.
William J. Madia is Director of Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories in Richland. Dr. Madia
previously served on the Franklin University (Ohio) Board of Trustees.
William H. Neukom is Senior Vice President for Law & Corporate Affairs at the Microsoft
Corporation. He serves on the Boards of Trustees of Dartmouth College and the University of
Puget Sound.
Carlos Olivares is the Executive Director of the Yakima Valley Farm Workers' Clinic. He is a
·
former tru~tee of Heritage College in Toppenish.
Mary E. Pugh founded Pugh Capital Management, Inc. in 1991, and serves as its Chief
Investment Officer. Sh~ has been Chair of the Board of the University of Washington· Medical
Center.
·
·
·
.

-

a . ' ..

Wendell J. Satre is the former Chairman and CEO of Washington Water Power. He is
former trustee of Whitworth College.
·
·. ·.• · ·
. . ..'
Jon A. Shroyer of Vancouver recently retired as Chair, President, and CEO of Sharp
Microelectronics Technology, Inc. He is chair of the Association of Washington Business.

David K.Y. Tang is managing partner with the law firm of Preston Gates & Ellis. He has served
on the Board of Trustees of The Evergreen State College and on the Higher Education
Coordinating Board.
E. Anne Winchester is Co-President of Laser Learning Technologies, Inc., a consulting firm
specializing in educational technology planning. She is a former Chair of the State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges.
EX-oFFICIO MEMBER

Wallace D. Loh is the Director of Governor Locke's Executive Policy Office. He previously was
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculties at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. He was also the Dean of the University of Washington law School.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Ivory V. Nelson
President

DATE:

February 13, 1998

SUBJECT:

Trend of Employment and Salaries

A report on the trend of university employment, salaries, an:d wages of
administrators, faculty, and classified staff has been prepared for your review.
Attached are the following:
L
2.
3.
4.

Trend of CWU employment analysis.
Trend of wage and salarie increases.
Mean salaries by rank in Washington State
Status of faculty and exempt staff salaries in Washington

4 WPr-.yJekJ
£~~o/y g<an

Execuh ve Assistant to the President
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Barge 314

o

400 E. 8th Avenue

o

Ellensburg WA 98926-7500

o

509-963-2111

EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323

o

FAX 509-963-3206

Trend of CWU Employment Analysis (1976, 1986, and 1996)
Based on the employment information taken from the CWU Affirmative Action
Plans and utilizing data collected during October of 1976, 1986, and 1996, the trend in
employment of the three employment categories has not .changed much, with just a
small decrease in percentage in Group 1- Administrative. It has to be noted that in
these Affirmative Action Plans, there are seven job groups: 1) administrative; 2)
faculty; 3) professional; 4) clerical; 5) technical; 6) skilled crafts; and 7) service
main terrance.
When Group 3- Professional was equally split between Groups 1,.4, 5, 6, and 7 and
reported as a combined "Classified" employee group, the trend looks like this:

Administrative
Faculty
Classified

1976 (HC 812)

1986 (HC 897)

1996 (HC 1046)

15.64
34.85
49.50

12;16
36.50
51.72

11.61
36.71
51.65

When Group 3 - Professional remains as a separate category, the trend looks like
this:

Administrative
Faculty
Professional
Classified

1976

1986

1996

10.71
34.85
9.85
44.56

8.59
36.16
7.14
48.15

5.35
36.71
12.52
45.39

Based on this analysis, there is a 49.95 percent decrease in Group 1 in 1996 compared
to the 1976 data. The faculty group has no significant change (36.71% in 1996
compared to 34.85% in 1976). The classified Groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 have no significant
changes (45.39% in 1996 compared to 44.56% in 1976). The only job group that has a
significant change is Group 3- Professional (12.52% in 1996 compared to 9.85% in
1976).

.. ....
..-

.

. .·
.,

Wages and Salaries for Ea_c h Category*
Administrative

Faculty

3.96 (7 /97)
3.89 (7 /95)
4.82 (1/93)
3;57 (1/92)
6. (9/91)
6. (Yr ?)

Oassified

3. (7 /1/97)
4. (7 /1/95)
3. .(1/1/93)
3.6 {1/1/92)
6. (1/1/91)
2.5 (1/1/90)

3. + 1.
' (7 /1/97)
4. (7 /1/95)
2.5 + .5 merit (1/1/93)
3.1
(l/1/92)
6.4
(1/1/91)
6.4
(1(1/90)

*Note:
1. Central's faculty ~alaries were 14.9 percent behind-the 75th percentile in 1995-96.
(Source: President Nelson's 1997-99 Legislative Budget Request, January 27, 1997)
.

~

' .
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~
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2.· Central's faculty salaries were in the 28th per~entile in 1996 .compared to
compatible sized, comprehensive universities in the nation. (Source: Higher
Education Coordinating Board, September 18, 1996)
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COMPREHENSIVE UNNERSITIES ·FACULTY SAURY 1UNK!NG
projeaech1 June 30, 1997
AU RANKS
A~

SALARY

PERCENT!\.E

Rul;~n.s• Univ.~n

75,119

Ur.Mn.iy d &alllmote

A.£121

100
100

SU"'\' • Suft'alo

65,62!1

99

SUNY College a& Old Wtebury

52.%46

75

49.271

64
64

«

~ SGuth Alabllftl
U!W. WII'Dftlin.St.wns Pnt.
IC.ne SD College
~ Stata Collis•

41,961
48,869

,e,73S
48,716

63
53
62

Wes11tm Washins!cn Univenri~

48.&18

62

Winona Saa. University

48.517
-41 •.ca5
o48,A21

61

UnMrsity

« Nodh Florida

e.~

Uniwlsirf

Uniw'. WISCIDMirM.& Craue
SL
S.. UniwwVt

c::cu:r
was:am llincis univ~

Wlisteftl Kenkky U.vv.tsity
SUNY Callege If Pl:lllloarn
Indiana Univ. ~
Univ. W.......Stout
Pura- College, SUNY
Wesarn ~ina Un~

411,385

61

liiO
S9

-41.S38

se

47,410

4
· "8

47.396
<1.7.359
~7.324

47

47

~.285

· ..ca

47,268

46

Easten Washington University

47,172

Univ.dTll".nessee-Manitl

47,140

-. "

F»rida A & M UniVerslly
ll'lcflatll uw. ft SoUih Benci

47.011
47,r1J7
.66,asD
48,795

F~StllltU~

Univ. t:t1 NelniJca at l<aarney

waa. s. Unlwrslly
M&.mv S1iit8 UnMirsily
FC!ft ltwis Collego
SUNY Cclege at Geneseo
~ MissOutl Sl Univ.
l..angMICid College

30
30
29

......&&5
...632

28

.....7

28

..... .300

Geo!P e.g.

r:on .,.Y.s. . u~
~ T.a.

UniwiiV(

W• T - A&M Univwsiey
c.lftl Uniwrlit;'
Tan.ton S:. Universily
Grambling s... UnivwKy

e.

The E.~reen Sla• Coll!1le

44.274
.....,249
43,859
G,857

213

27

27
26
26
25

.0..920
40,S47
-40706

9

40,931

• 7.C)

~
40,335

MnacSr.UnM~My

40,1CIC
39,757

eoa.v•

--11
11
10
10
9

41.188
..0,974

e-m ,_,Welico Uni-1.
WcVJI1inia In& ofTRh.
SbepMrd

29

...4.48

s=- u~

AAigu:s;a College

"

44
A3

44.681

u..,314

Glet;ia Saulhem Un~
Univ. ol Pi!:sbuJg~

45

..,1566

Central Wuhinpn Universfcy
va~c~os:a

46

40~

--i~
8
8

7
7
6

Tto)' s~ UIIM~

38,676

Bll.leliald Sllla 0:11'-ga
Unooln Univwlitt
Soulhem UniY..at N. . Orleans

,,001

1
1

SS.IS8

0

35,454

~
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TABLE 1 ·
SUMMARY OF FACULTY SALARY RANKINGS
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SALARY

RANK

75lh
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. ESTIMATED II
%' lie
PEERS

RANK

75th

IS)
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%
DIFF.
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H

G)

I
f11

uw

60,126

48th

63,548

-5.7%

60,126

36111

65,201

-8.4%

wsu

51,209

22 nd

60,023

-17.2%

51,209

13th

61,584

-20.3%

cwu

44,314

33 rd

50,922

-14.9-A.

44,314

281h

52,246

-17.9%

EWU

47,172

59th

50,922

-7.9%

52,246

-10.8%

TESC

~9'

3Ja.,h

50,922

~h

52,248

-J&:6%

WNU

48,698

67th

50,922

-4.6%

=

46lh

48,698

62nd

52,246

-7.3%

SBCTC

30,309

55th

41,533

-5.7%

39,309

53 rd

43,088

-9.8o/.

:;o
f11
0

I

N
I

I

47,172
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-~%

Noles:
Research unlveJSillas: all peer lnslltullons Included.
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Mean Salaries by Rank
Washington State Universities
Fall 1992 through Fall 1996

University

Academic Rank

Fall1992

Fall1993

Fall1994

Fall1995

Fall1996

Central Washington University

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$49,012
$38,322
$32,051

$49,833
$38,535
$34,080

$49,267
$36,699
$33,891

$51,637
$39,210
$36,267

$50,800
$39,565
$35,806

Eastern Washington University

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$46,892
$39,614
$33,703

$47,990
$40,610
$35 ,216

$47,966
$41,736
$35,167

$51,631
$44,224
$37,737

$52,365
$44,407
$36,707

Washington State University

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$58,864
$43,563
$39,145

$60,000
$44,841
$39 ,493

$60,049
$44,846
$39,717

$63,214
$46,965
$41,774

$63,753
$48,101
$42,395

University of Washington

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$66,197
$46,365
$41,334

$67,653
$48,006
$41,952

$67,184
$47 ,503
$41,294

$69,276
$48,987
$43,947

$69,641
$49,081
$44,482

Western Washington University

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$52,217
$43,102
$37,163

$53,718
$44 ,395
$37,494

$53 ,608
$44,077
$36,556

$55,551
$45,692
$37,577

$55,730
$45,163
$37,458

Note: The Evergreen State College not included because it does not have an academic rank structure
similar to the universities.

Office of Institutional Studies, Assessment, and Evalution
February 11, 1998
WSUnivSa/Tbl.xls
Source: NCES !PEDS Reports
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 14
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
President's Office
February 13, 1998

Ms. Gwen Chaplin, Chair
Board of Trustees
Central Washington University

Subject:

CWU Efforts in Response to the Campus Climate Report

After two years of study by an appointed campus task force, the Campus Climate Report was
presented to the president. Immediately upon receipt of the report, the President's Office
printed a significant number of copies and released the report to the press and the academic
community.
The President's Cabinet (president and vice presidents) reviewed the report and after several
months of study, released a university response to the task force report.
The accompanying report is the university's response describing activities and programs that
have been undertaken within the past year to address issues and concerns raised in the Campus
Climate Report.
Several significant university activities are listed below:
•

Based on a recom1nendation from the Faculty Senate, CWU began in 1997-98 a four-year
process to bring the minimum rate for non-tenure-track appointees with the designated
terminal degree for the discipline to be equivalent with the rate paid for step one of the
faculty salary scale by academic year 200-01. The minimum rate for non-tenure-track
appointees without the designated terminal degree for the discipline will be equivalent to
80 percent of the amount for non-tenure-track appointees with a terminal degree.

•

Establishment of a training officer position to implement training programs for
supervisors and managers. A number of training programs have been conducted.

•

Development of campus social programs that provide more opportunities for faculty and
staff to interact together.

•

Establishment by the President's Office of an "Employee of the Month" recognition
program for classified staff managed by the Employee Council. The president provides a
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certificate and a $100 award for the selectee each month. It is our intent to select an
"Employee of the Year" who will be honored at the Honor's Convocation in June with a
certificate and significant cash award.
•

External assessment of the president as recommended in the Climate Report.

•

Issues surrounding inappropriate staffbehavior are vigorously addressed by the
President's office.

•

Budget deliberations and university information are open and available.

•

University provided $50,000 for an outside study to examine the faculty salary issue.

•

Faculty, staff, and student input is faithfully sought in university decision making.

•

President's Office responds quickly to student, staff, and external complaints.

•

Positive feedback on accomplishments and successes of staff/students/faculty is provided
by the President's Office.

•

Customer service is stressed--fair treatment of individuals, respect for differences and
various points of view, and an openness to ideas and suggestions in the issues of the
university.

•

Mechanisms have been established for participation by all university constituents in the
strategic planning process, accreditation process, study and presentation of information
on the Board of Trustees themes, and the development of operational and capital budgets.

•

We have developed a very significant website that has the following pertinent
information:
General University Policies
Faculty/Staff Policies
Board of Trustees Policies
Board of Trustees ThemesNalues/Work Plan
University Budget Information
1998 Strategic Plan Templates/Forms
Employment Information
Information on Capital Construction
Washington Administrative Code/CWU
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•

Personnel office has been changed to a Human Resources Office responsible for all
employee benefits, employment process, and training opportunities. Employees
(faculty, classified staff, and administrative exempt staff) now have one location for
answers to employment questions.

•

Diversity has been increased in campus programming and employment.

Attached are reports from the provost and vice presidents concerning progress within their
divisions on campus climate issues.
Respectfully submitted,

)

_)

PROGRESS REPORT ON CAMPUS CLIMATE ISSUES
Division of Academic Affairs
Revised--February 11, 1998
This report presents a listing of continuing and new activities within the Division of Academic Affairs
designed to address the six major areas of concern in the 1996 Campus Climate Report. The report is
presented in bullet form with the list of ongoing activities organized under each of the six major
categories.

Ethnic/Racial. Sexual Orientation
and Gender Issues
•

Tbe College ofEdueation and Professional Studies has developed a "Faculty Expectations" policy that
includes (a) pi omoting and valuing diversity and (b) demonstrating sensitivity to issues of gender,
ethnicity, and sexual orientation.

•

CWU ensures representation of women and minorities on search committees.

•

All teacher-preparation students complete a course designed to address multicultural issues.

•

Diversity issues are central to curricula in many departments (particularly Anthropology, Geography,
Law & Justice, Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology) and in programs (specifically Ethnic
Studies and Women Studies) in the College of the Sciences. Both traditional emphases on cultural
variety/diversity with disciplines such as anthropology, geography. and sociology. and the impact of
post-modem perspectives on all social sciences and natural sciences have produced striking changes
in individual courses, course outcomes, programs, and curricula over the past few years.

•

Goal2 of the College ofEducation and Professional Studies Strategic Plan states the following:
"Maintain and augment the number, quality, and diversity of students an graduates." This goal
reflects the college's commitment to provide support to recruit. admit. retain, and graduate students
representing diverse populations.

•

Diversity issues arc receiving far more focus in the curricula of departments in the College of Arts &
Humanities. Specifically, Art Communication, English, History, and Theatre Arts have developed
courses within their disciplines that address directly issues of culture. gender, and diversity as a
means of developing greater sensitivity on the part of students.

•

In 1997, 33 percent of new College ofthe Sciences tenure-track faculty hires were women and I I
percent were ethnic minorities. In 1996, 33 percent ofthe COTS new tenure-track faculty were
women and 33 percent were minorities. These figures are slightly below university averages but
represent significant change, especially in the numbers of women in natural science disciplines.

•

Influential women and minority mentors from tbe College of the Sciences are active in many areas of
university life, including receipt of external grant support, summer research appointments, and
university committee service.

•

The College of Arts and Humanities has been successful in hiring ne\v faculty of color and in hiring
women over the pat two years. New faculty positions have been filled in Art, Communication.
English. Foreign Language, History, Music, and Theatre Arts, increasing the college's percentage of
minority faculty and bringing n~w vitality and perspectives to the departments. New contributions
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from the college and the involvement of the dean in Women's Studies curriculum and program
development have enhanced attention to gender issues.
•

The Office of International Studies and Programs (OISP) is delivering an increasing number of
orientations. OISP offers orientations for all incoming international students, including those
regularly enrolled, stUdents on exchange programs, and students participating in our language and
cultural programs.

•

The Office of International Studies and Programs and the Office ofResidential Services cosponsored
a one-hour get-acquainted informational workshop for all residence hall area coordinators and LGAs
and OISP staff prior to Fall 1997.

•

The Office of International Studies and Programs proactively provides opportunities for domestic and
international students who room together to learn about intercultural communication and to share
their opinions in a supportive problem-solving environment.

•

The Office of International Studies and Programs' Asia University American Program hires domestic
students as International Peer Advisors who provide direct support to students in the program.

•

Beginning in Winter 1998, the Office of International Studies and Programs will hire a part-time
facilitator/presenter of support programs for CWU international students. The facilitator will provide
regular workshops and information sessions to international students to ease in their understanding of
American culture, and, in particular, the CWU and Ellensburg communities. Topics will include
health and personal safety issues, cultural adjustment, dmg and alcohol abuse1 and interpersonal
Relationships.

•

The Office of International Studies and Programs continues to work with the Office of Residential
Services and Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs to develop an International Residence
Hall. The mission of the hall wiH be to foster activities that promote intercultural communication and
understanding through residence hall living and activities.

•

The Office of International Studies and Programs continues to support a wide variety of international
activities that bring together domestic and international students, faculty , staff, an conununity
members to continue to explore diverse attitudes, beliefs, values, and customs, through both
educational and social events.

•

Academic Services continues to be supportive of promoting diversity at CWU. The six following
achievements serve as evidence of those efforts. Academic Services (a) administers approximately
50 tuition and fee waivers have been awarded to both new and continuing students who are members
of under-represented groups, (b) participates actively in programs such as the Migrant Student
Leadership Conference that brings minority students to campus, (c) recruits regularly at high schools
and community colleges in the Yakima Valley and Seattle-Tacoma area that have highly diverse
populations, (d) works with MEchA students to coordinate their visits to schools for recruitment
purposes in the Yakima Valley, (e) coordinated in Falll997 a program that brought AfricanAmerican students from Tacoma high schools to the Ellensburg campus, and (f) continues working
on a program to use housing incentives to attract qualified students, including students in underrepresented groups, to CWU.
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Minority achievement program goals in Academic Services include (a) supporting university efforts
to diversify the student body by providing academic support for students of color to increase their
rates of retention and graduation; (b) assisting students of color in accessing university resources and
in making the transition to CWU; (c) providing personal counseling. advocacy and referral services to
assist students of color in resolving issues of concern.

Nontraditional Student Issues
•

The College of Arts and Humanities is active in developing programs and support for non-traditional
students. As examples, the History Club actively promotes Black History and Women's History
months; the Theatre Arts Department has developed courses in ethnic drama and regularly produces
plays with minority themes; and the Art Department has established a scholarship fund for minority
students. In addition, Art, Communication, History, and Philosophy have invited speakers to campus
to present talks on culturally diverse themes.

•

The Office of Graduate Studies and Research received a grant of $5000 from the students· Scn'ices
and Activities fee funding to undenvrite student research-related travel. The funds arc available to
qualified undergraduates and graduates.

•

The McNair program was renewed by the United States Department of Education and given an
excellent bill of health. The Office of Graduate Studies and Research is seeking \\ays of making the
program even more effective.

•

The student-support services goals of Academic Services include (a) improving retention and
graduation rates of first generation, low-income, and disabled students: (b) fostering an institutional
climate conducive to their success; and (c) supporting and promoting cultural actiYitics designed to
assist students in successful integration into the university conununity.

•

Student focus groups are being conducted by the Dean of Education and Professional Studies during
which strengths, concerns, and suggestions for improvement arc generated for respectiYe programs.
Summary reports are distributed to the chair and program directors/faculty. AJJ concerns must be
addressed in a report to the dean. Focus groups have been conducted for 11 programs thus far. A
minimum of two programs are scheduled for each quarter.

•

The College of Arts and Humanities has strong non-traditional student recruitment efforts through
certain departments. The Art Department has developed publicity materials for high schools and
community colleges and targeted high schools with diverse populations. The Theatre Arts
Department actively recruits minority students from high schools to enroll in Central and become
theater majors. The department also produces shadow puppet theater in Spanish and tours local high
schools with the production

Support, Rewards. and Recognition Issues
•

Conm1i1ted to a four-year effort to tie the 1ninimum part-time faculty salary to Step I of the Faculty
Salary scale. Identified salary-setting criteria, requires yearly performance review_ permits flexibility
within guidelines.
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•

The Office of Graduate Studies and Research continues to provide individual faculty travel grants and
research awards funded largely from indirect cost recovery funds from grants.

•

CWU has established a $50,000 grant-matching fund as a line item in its yearly state-support budget
where one had not existed before. This achieves one-sixth of the identified long-run goal for a grantmatching fund.

•

The Office of Graduate Studies and Research is completing the layout and design work for a Resource
Directory, which will include information on more than 200 CWU faculty members. This document
will serve as an excellent public relations tool for the university.

•

The College of Education and Professional Studies committed $50,000 to support faculty development
activities in the areas of distance education, major curriculum revision, marketing strategy
development/implementation, and program review.

•

To enhance faculty governance in the College of Education and Professional Studies, "action teams"
have been formed to address issues identified by college faculty and staff. During 1997-98 two action
teams were formed, one to deal with faculty review and a second to deal with faculty/staff morale.

•

The Dean of the College of Education and Professional Studies hosts open dialog sessions with
faculty for the purposes of discussing issues and implementing "planned change."

•

The Dean of Education and Professional Studies schedules individual office visits with all first-year
faculty during the fall quarter of their initial probationary year. Discussion focuses on assistance
needed to support their teaching, scholarly, and service endeavors. In addition, classroom
observations of all first- and second-year probationary tenure-track faculty are scheduled. Feedback is
provided regarding teaching effectiveness. As appropriate, technical assistance is arranged.

•

In the College of Education and Professional Studies, mentors are identified for all tenure-track
faculty and newly appointed chairs.

•

The College of Arts and Humanities has developed several initiatives that support and recognize
faculty. These include grants for interdisciplinary course development; creativity/scholarship grants,
travel support, and a speaker series. The college has also formed a CAH Scholars Committee that
develops programs and support for faculty scholarship. Some of these initiatives are designed to reenergize senior faculty.

•

The School of Business and Economics continues to hold an annual awards and honors banquet each
spring.

•

Each year awards are given at Honors Night for distinguished service in teaching, research, and
public service.

•

The alumni association gives a yearly award for distinguished teaching.

•

The university completed in Fall 1997 a performance-based salary adjustment process, which resulted
in the distribution of pay increases to full-time faculty.
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The Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities meets regularly with college faculty in lunch
meetings, special events to discuss issues pertinent to faculty. The dean holds mentoring sessions for
new and probationary faculty. A college task force has been charged with developing clearer
guidelines for reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions.

Faculty Salary ScaJe Compression Issues
•

A salary equity committee was formed to develop a request for proposals for an external consultant to
conduct a faculty salary equity study. The results of the study should be completed by Summer 1998.

•

An ad hoc college-wide personnel committee was appointed to address salary equity for female faculty
in the departments of Teacher Education Programs and Curriculum and Supervision.
Recommendations regarding salary adjustments will be forthcoming in Winter 1998.

•

Review of the extent offull-time/part-time faculty employment shows that approximately 85 percent
of instruction at CWU is delivered by full-time faculty. Part-time faculty provided valued expertise
to meet specific needs and allow an appropriate degree of flexibility to the university's instructional
delivery to pennit appropriate adjustment to meet evolving needs.

•

The College of Arts and Humanities is developing a more holistic and cohesive approach to setting
salaries at the point of hire and to identify equity issues within and across departments.

Camnus as I ntellectual and
Social Community Issues
•

A Library Climate Task Force was created to develop mechanisms for gathering data about climate
issues and prepare a report with recommendations. The recommendations have resulted in (a)
improved distribution of department-head meeting notes to all library personnel, (b) various actions to
make more efficient use of space, c) broader participation in strategic planning, (d) more attention to
HVAC concerns of staff, (e) published agendas to general staff meetings. and (f) the development of
staff-development activities.

•

The Office of Graduate Studies and Research is assisting in the coordination of the undergraduate
research initiative begun with the efforts of a five-member CWU team that participated in the 1997
Council on Undergraduate Research Workshop.

•

Through its Scholars Committee, the College of Arts and Humanities is strongly supporting
intellectual thought and exchange across the wtiversity. In addition. the Departments of Art, Music,
and Theatre Arts regularly contribute to the academic expression of the university through exhibits,
recitals, and productions. These events feature works by minority artists or focus on diverse themes.
Many departments, including History, English, and Philosophy, sponsor forums to present and
discuss student and faculty scholarship.

•

To promote greater faculty interaction on an informal basis and in lieu of a faculty club, the Office of
Graduate Studies and Research sponsors a biweekly get together for faculty at a local restaurant. Tltis
event provides an opportunity for colleagues across disciplines to become acquainted.
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•

Departments and faculty have become more accessible through college, department, and personal
world-wide web pages. Personal information and course information is made available, and course
discussion groups have been promoted via the Internet. Many faculty and administrative documents
are available on the Internet and more are on the way. Internet access to library resources has grown
greatly over the last two years. The Internet has the potential for broadening the sense of campus
community participation to university centers across the state.

•

Professional leaves continue to be awarded based on the quality of the applications forwarded. All
qualified sabbatical applications up to the current legislative constraint of 4 percent of FTE faculty
have consistently been awarded based on review and recommendations of the Professional and
Retraining Leave Committee.

•

As a positive step toward collegiality, the number of gatherings with social and scholarly functions,
involving faculty, staff, and administrators, has increased since the initial climate report. These
gatherings include the biweekly Science Seminar series sponsored by the Department of Biological
Sciences, the Biology Club and Yakima Basin Center, meetings of a faculty book group, Faculty
Association for Teaching and Learning, and other open social gatherings for congenial discussion.

· •

In the College of the Sciences, most departments and many programs support chapters of local and
national student academic organizations. This support takes the form of faculty speakers, field trip
sponsorship, research presentations, and graduate school counseling. In a few cases, the entire
department forms a student support organization, with close research collaboration, extended field
trips, and group social events.

•

UNIVIOO-Academic Advising Seminar includes as one of the objectives of the course the
development of effective classroom etiquette, college-survival skills, and time-management skills.

•

The issues surrounding interest in the development of a faculty club have been referred to the Faculty
Senate, which included this issue in the charge to one of its standing committees.

Leadership and Administrative
Management Issues
•

The former "Deans' Council" has been renamed "Academic Affairs Council." The council includes
academic leadership from the division of Academic Affairs, including the Chair of the Faculty
Senate, the Chair of the Academic Department Chairs Organization, and a representative from the
Division of Student Affairs.

•

College deans meet regularly with their department chairs to discuss issues and directions in their
colleges and at tlte university.

•

The relationship between the Office of the Provost and the Faculty Senate has been clarified.

•

The College of Arts and Hwnanities has undertaken to regularize and codify into writing all
procedures and policies that govern faculty and departmental activity. Among the areas addressed are
departmental administration. faculty hiring and review, budget management, faculty development,
papenvork and reporting, summer session administration, enrollment management, and other issues.
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•

The Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs regularly attends and participates in Faculty Senate
meetings and consults with the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate when appropriate.

•

The Office of the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs has appointed an administrative
liaison (a) with the Faculty Senate Curriculwn Committee and (b) with the university General
Education Committee.

•

The School of Business & Economics has placed its school-level governance document. The SBE
Charter, and its school-level policies and procedures on its web page for easy access by faculty and
constituents.

•

Based on (a) the establishment ofUNIV tOO-Advising Seminar, which included a recommendation
to form an oversight committee, (b) discussions at Academic Affairs Council of concerns regarding
advisement, and c) recommendations of the ad hoc Advising Seminar Committee, a university
Academic Advising .Committee is under consideration. It would be charged with reviewing practices
and recommending improvements to academic advising systems at CWU and with oversight of
UNIVlOO.
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TO:

Ivory Nelson, President

FROM:

Abdul Nasser, Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs.

RE:

Campus Climate Response-- Update
December 1997

The following response serves to outline specific actions we, the staff in the division of
Business and Financial Affairs, have taken to address the concerns identified in the
Campus Climate Report. Over the last year we have initiated many actions aimed at
directly addressing these issues. Please note, the bold face quotations serve to highlight
goals set forth in the October '96 Presidential Response.

We requested our employees and supervisors to "be fair and honest in all their
dealings."
Communication was strongly emphasized this year. When personnel actions were
necessary, we made a special effort to utilize third party involvement and provide
complete and thorough explanations. As a result, we have avoided grievances and
the employees involved believe they are being treated fairly.
We have endeavored to "recognize and celebrate accomplishments."
Extra efforts have been made to publicize the accomplishments of the division
and individual employees. This has been implemented through our division
Newsletter and recognition given during the State of the Division Address. In an
attempt to encourage increased camaraderie between individuals who do not
normally work in the same place we have encouraged celebrations such as the
recent Lobsterfest, Ice Cream Social and a Summer picnic at West Ellensburg
Park.
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Our employees are strongly encouraged to "Respect and accept all people, especially
those who differ from you", and to "Oppose any notion which diminishes other
people or their value."
We continue to engage actively in Affirmative Action throughout our hiring
programs. Beyond that, we have been actively incorporating concepts of diversity
in the programs we offer departmentally as well as to the campus community at
large. The Campus Police Department took the initiative to organize and run the
White Ribbon Campaign, which encourages men to speak out and oppose
violence against women.
As a result of input from the Applications group, a very important training
program was presented in October of this year entitled "Management by
Strengths". This training promoted increased awareness of personnel differences,
highlighting how each individual has unique strengths and weaknesses. The
attitudes of acceptance and understanding generated by this training have been
very positive.
Our employees are asked to "Treat all students with special care, no matter how
difficult or repetitive the issue."
Communication with student employees has been reviewed. In April we placed an
ad in The Observer thanking student employees for their valuable service. Our
salary policy is continually assessed to ensure we are taking all possible steps to
compensate students appropriately. Our commitment is to treat all students as
customers, finding creative ways to address. their questions and to assist them in
problem solving. This commitment is reflected in our flexible student employee
scheduling and ongoing planning for practical programs with state of the art
facilities. We have been particularly aware of the non-traditional student as we
plan for our extended degree centers. This year we will seck the facilities solution
to the daycare need at all sites.
We requested that our employees "Get involved with the campus community in a way
that is not related to your job."
We are seeing more participation in communication forums and many of our
employees participate on campus wide committees and search committees.
Supervisors, especially the newly appointed ones, are making an effort to become
more knowledgeable about the general campus issues which enables them to
discuss these in the workplace. Because of these actions there is a greater feeling
of cohesiveness as opposed to the separation many employees have felt in the
past. Our employees continue to be involved in the campus and local
communities, enriching both.
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We have asked that our employees "Give criticism constructively and civilly and
accept it graciously", and to "Listen and think before you speak and act."
Through our managers, supervisors and team leaders we are focused on modeling
behavior which will make clear to others the fact that they can always be heard
and that their opinions matter. The basic tenets of common courtesy and good
business practice have not been faithfully adhered to in the past, however this is
clearly changing. We are assessing our service delivery system and ourselves
more proactively now. This is evidenced through the recent direct delivery
proposal and improvements in telephone support.
We have made great strides with the following administrative initiatives:
The Human Resources Department has hired a Training and Development
Administrator who is developing a program addressing many of the training needs
identified in the Campus Climate Report.
Department Heads are taking more responsibility for the management of
personnel including hiring, provision of training, making reasonable
accommodations and ensuring that rules are applied fairly.
A greater financial commitment to professional growth is being made throughout
the division.
Teams of people from various units have been formed to formulate and propose
solutions to current challenges. The ideas generated from this process have been
presented to a managerial group and several have been implemented.
We have implemented a mentor program for new employees hired in our division.
Each new employee is assigned a mentor to provide general information about
CWU and Ellensburg. Response to this program from both new employees and
mentors has been overwhelmingly positive.
We continue to work hard to keep Campus Climate issues at the forefront. The consensus
throughout our Division is that we are moving in a positive direction and making
significant progress in many areas. These kinds of changes are making CWU a better
workplace in which to thrive. As a result, we are becoming better equipped to serve our
valued customers, the students ofCentral Washington University.

)
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Executive Summary

Being Heard
. In an effort to expand the involvement of staff in the decision-making process a divisionwide committee was established with staff members below the Associate Director level. Both
civil services and exempt came together to assess and make recommendations regarding actions
to be taken. Each department was represented and frequent commllllication occurred between the
committee and the Collllcil of Student Affairs Officers. Obtaining input from a broader audience
was an important priority.

Ethnic/Racial Issues
Diversity programming continues on a number of fronts, yet there remains a lack of
clarity regarding hiring policies and practices in this area. Beginning a dialogue in this area on
diversity and what it means to our campus and university would be helpful in clarifying this
ISSUe.

Issues Regarding Sexual Orientation
Staff involvement in advising has strengthened the student organization and more
vigorous student leadership has resulted in enhanced ftm.ding and programming.

Gender Issues
Gender equity issues have been addressed by the Athletic program. Greater
communication regar~ing university policy and procedure regarding sexual harassment has
occurred.

Prejudice, Harassment and Discrimination
Residential Services sponsored at the request of the Vice President for Student Affairs a
tele-conference on confidentiality and university policy and procedures have been reviewed in
this area. The Office of Affirmative Action will conduct an in-service presentation for all staff
during the Winter Quarter.

Needs of Non-Traditional Students
A special task force including students, staff and faculty investigated this issue and made
several recommendations that all departments within Student Affairs develop a sensitivity to the
needs and concerns of non-traditional students. Although much progress has been made in this
area, more work needs to occur.
·

Inequity of Position
Efforts should continue regarding the raising of salaries for staff. Staff members below
their CUPA matches should be corrected as soon as possible. Greater publicity on dec~sions
regarding salaries should occur.

Support Rewards, Compensation and Recognition
Greater efforts of appreciation have occurred including the establishment of a divisionwide committee to recognize the accomplishments of staff. Greater efforts of appreciation of
students has also been implemented as well as the use of salary savings to provide off campus
professional development opportunities.

(

The Campus as an Intellectual and Social Community
Greater efforts have occurred to inform the full staff ofactivities within the division and
the university and those external factors having an impact upon Student Affairs. Student Affairs
staff were important participants in the new CWU Barbeque held this past fall. Efforts continue
to outreach to students and staff to recreate the "family" atmosphere for which Central is best
remembered.

Safety and Environmental Issues
A number of recommendations were shared with the Vice President for Business and
Financial Affairs. The Problem-Solving Group continues to be a unique way for members ofthe
community to come together to address student behavioral issues. Greater efforts communicating
the activities of the Natural Helpers and S.T. E. P. S. will be made in the future.

Leadership and Administrative Management
Greater effort and resources have been put into providing training opportunities for
management and staff to improve relations. Br~ad consultation before major changes occurs.
Administrators and supervisors are to be responsible and accountable for fostering openness and
honesty within departments. Greater use of mediation has occurred.

Final Comments
The Ad Hoc Committee memberships changes annually to allow more involvement by
other staff. The Vice President will take over responsibility for providing leadership for this
group.
Efforts need to continue to address those categories of recommendations where little or
no progress has been made. In addition, efforts must be renewed to continue to address those
recommendations where some progress has been made. Training needs to become more
continuous.
Staff in general seem to be desirous of a return to monthly divisional meetings or at least
quarterly meetings reporting on progress of the division or identifying upcoming issues. The
Advance (formerly the Retreat) Committee will be reconvened. Appreciation, awards and
recognition were other areas where staff felt a committee process would be of assistance. These
committee processes will not necessarily include members of the Council of Student Affairs
Office~.
.
Through the assistance of the telemarketers in the Development Office, funds have been
raised for the "Quality of Life Campaign" to assist students in taking advantage of opportunities
where previously fmancial resources have been lacking.
Efforts continue toward the implementation of an employee child care operation Fall,
1998. This effort will provide infant and toddler care for employees of the university. Currently
constituents from all areas of the university on working this project.

f.

Student Affairs Ad Hoc Committee
On Campus Task Force
Report·
Update on Final Report published July 1, 1996

Membership included:
Kevin Adkisson, Athletics
Kay Anderson, Campus Life
Judie Boman, Health and Counseling
Rob Gimlin, Campus Life
Sherry Keeler, Financial Aid
Erik Tingelstad, Residential Services
Sharon Van Wagoner~ Career Development Services
Pam Wilson, ADA Affairs and Student Assistance
Lee Williamson, Women's Resource Center
Chair of Committee
submitted by
Sarah E. Shumate, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs

Introduction
The Ad Hoc Campus Climate Committee for Student Affairs identified 11 broad
recommendations for implementation. Progress on each recommendation is included after the
recommendation:
·

1.

Develop a plan for continued assessment on campus climate issues.
The Student Affairs Assessment Committee has implemented a plan to ask for
several instruments to be implemented over the next few years. The "College
Student Needs Assessment Survey" is being compiled by the Office of
Assessment. In 1995, Student Affairs asked that the Noel-Levitz National Student
Satisfaction Study by implemented. In 1996, the Non-Traditional Student Task
Force implemented a study ofthe needs of non-traditional students. In 1997, we
asked that the "College Student Experience Questionnaire" be implemented.
Each department continues to conduct their own assessment of student needs and
get feedback from students utilizing their services.

2.

Complete a campus-wide student satisfaction survey.
Student Affairs asked the office of Assessment and Evaluation to purchase and
implement the Noel-Levitz National Student Satisfaction Survey. The survey was
conducted through specific classes during the spring quarter of 1996. Noel-Levitz
analyzed the data and the Office of Assessment and Evaluation are fmalizing the
report to be distributed campus wide Winter Quarter.

3.

Complete exit survey's for all staff and students.
To date, some exit survey's have been completed on both administrative exempt
and classified civil service staff. Not all employees leaving the division have been
interviewed. To date, these interviews have been conducted by the Vice president
for Student Affairs. A specific exit interview form is utilized and some staff have
been mailed the form and they have returned it to the Vice President's office.

4.

Appoint a committe~ to develop and implement a comprehensive professional
development. plan for faculty and staff at CWU. Assess what kind of training
people have had prior to arriving at CWU and in what areas they are
lacking. People could enhance their knowledge with a training schedule
consisting of in-service, workshops, videos and readings. Completion of
training could relate to position advancement.
Human Resources acquired a new position in the last Budget hearing process and
have developed a new position and hired someone to become Training

Coordinator for the University. A Committee is being established by Human
Resources with representation from Student Affairs to work with this position in
implementing this recommendation. Student Affairs has utilized the committee
process as a ·means of identifying and presenting important issues for full
divisional participation: An annual recognition process is already in place. A
quarterly recognition process is being considered.

5.

Student Affairs retreats for 1996-1997 were to addres$ the following issues:
A.
Customer Service
B.
Se~ual Orientation
C.
Gender Issues
D.
Racial/Ethnic Issues
E.
Affirmative Action
F.
Assertiveness
Sexual Assault/Domestic Violence
G.
H.
How to Work Smarter Not Harder

Student Affairs retreats for 1996/1997 addressed the following topics:
"Customer Service," "Thinking Outside the Box" and "Sexual Assault/Domestic
Violence."

6.

In order to better understand other departments within Student Affairs,
encourage department "field trips" where one department visits another.
During the year the following departments held open houses or "field trips:"
ADA Affairs and Student Assistance, Athletics, Career Development Services,
Conference Program, Dining Services, Financial Aid, KCAT, Student Health an.d
Counseling, Residential Services, University Bookstore, and the Office of the
Vice President for Studen~ Affairs. Residential Services annually holds an open
house during Homecoming weekend.

7.

Create a yearly divisional event calendar for Student Affairs.
Work still continues on bringing about division-wide collaboration on
programming efforts. Discussions could not determine which department should
be responsible for such a calendar. The committee supported the idea of a student
handbook that would also include a day planner.

8.

Create sensitfvity training for ASCWU-BOD members, club executives and
all athletic teams.
Conversations were held with John Drinkwater, Advisor to the ASCWU regarding
the possibility of conducting some sensitivity trainin~ as a part of the Sis bus
retreat held every may. He seemed open to considering such a training, but to

date, nothing has been fmalized regarding this recommendation.

9.

Campus-wide survey to gather information on positive aspects of Central.
We believe the results from the Noel-Levitz National Student Satisfaction Survey
will provide us with some insight into the positive aspects of Central. Exit
interviews completed have also provided some insight into some of the positive
aspects of Central. The Student Affairs Assessment Committee may want to
explore doing focus groups to ascertain some of this kind of information in the
future.

10.

Create a CWU "Brag Page" promoting the institution, similar to the CWU
Facts and Stats .
There was agreement among committee members that CWU was not doing
enough to "toot its own hom." Some ideas discussed included: (1) creating a site
on our web page listing CWU highlights and accomplishments. Everything from
athletics to the release of Dr. Fouts' recent book, (2) taking out a page in the
Observer in either fall or spring to celebrate and advertise some of the school's
accomplishments. This was a popular idea because it seemed like this would be a
great way to reach a high percentage of students. The committee felt that whatever
form the brag page took could be a part of our overall marketing strategy to
students and parents, i.e., parents would really appreciate knowing that CWU has '
been recognized as one of the "100 Best College Buys," but unfortunately this has
not been effectively communicated to parents and prospective customers.

11.

Increase community outreach to improve sensitivity towards racial/ethnic,
sexual orientation, disability and gender issues. Shared training and
collaboration with organizations such as hospitals, schools and the Human
Rights Coalition.
Residential Services and Campus Life collaborated with the Black Student Union
to provide Martin Luther King Day activities including a march and rally.
The Women's Resource Center sponsored a series of activities around the title
"Take Back the Night" including a speak out, a rally and march.
Campus Life and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs worked
together to facilitate a campus wide discussion on diversity after the Observer
received a piece of hate literature.

FORMAT FOR AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CAMPUS CLIMATE TASK FORCE
Annual Updating Report
Division of Student Affairs
The report contained several categories under which recommendations were made. Those
categories are listed below. Highlighted items represent actions completed or in process.
Items which have eliminated from the list have a line drawn through them.
1.
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•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
2.

Ie on committees .

Ethnic/Racial Issues

•
•
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•
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•

•
3.

Issues concerning Sexual Orientation
•
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•
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4. .

Retreats, training and workshops needed to discuss and raise
awareness on these issues.
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Those filing complaints should be informed of steps taken and
resultfclosure of situation.

•
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5.

Prejudice, Harassment and Discrimination
•
Student Affairs needs to establish and enforce written guidelines
pertaining to confidentiality and neutrality regarding personnel
issues.
•
llumaa R.asourcei to 5eud up-tn=date information about all policies
and -proeedures eampus wide.
.
•
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Schedule Affirmative Action training at a Student Affairs Retreat.
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training ..and educati.ou for all offiaders.
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9.

The Campus as an Intellectual and Social Community
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10.

Examine campus demographics and trends and meet the needs of the
campus community.

Safety and Environmental Issues ·
•
Cenfl'aet with outside agency to 1 eview ail quality/office envit onment
issues.
•
In,,itelhe Li~hting committee to ait~fH! n-fo.rum-about-c-ampus
lighting eeneel'ns.
Campus wide mandatory education on drug and alcohol awareness
•
and accountability.
•
Offenders to attend mandatory anger management, domestic violence
and sexual assault workshops as appropriate. Create if none exist.

•
•
•
•

•
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Natural Helpers attd S. T. E. P. S.
IBeiEieat Repert's torms distributed to :all departmeat5 :aa.d available to
f:lculty, staff aa.d students
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Ivory Nelson, President

FROM:

Mark Yaung, Vice

DATE:

January 2; 1998

RE:

Report on Campus Climate Activities

President~

·h

Those of us in the division of university advancement are very conurutted to improving the
campus climate at CWU. As was said earlier, this is somewhat difficult for any one division of the
University to accomplish alone. On the attached progress report for University Advancement you
will note that many of the accomplishments in our division involve one or more "collaborative
partners", thereby increasing the likelihood of institutional commitment to the activity. We are
committed as a division to continue striving toward greater sense of"community'' and believe that
we can be most effecti_ve in promulgating this philosophy through joint activities.
Should you or the Board of Trustees wish mor~ 'infonnation about any of the items mentioned we
would be happy to provide it.
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CAMPUS CLIMATE PROGRESS REPORT
University Advancement
The division of University Advancement has striven to improve campus climate during 1997 in the
following ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .

22.
23 .
24.

25 .

Held the first annual CWU Employee Barbecue.
Hired a diverse workforce, both students and regular employees.
Provided diversity scholarships.
Made recommendations on CUPA processes concerning equity.
Displayed "safe zone" signs.
Served on the ASSP, nontraditional task force, strategic planning, enrollment management
and search committees.
Held a staff retreat focused on more effective communication.
Promoted CWU's Top 30 stories.
Spent more time & encouraged other offices to promote west side centers.
Addressed university internal and external issues.
Attended ASCWU barbecue/welcome at the SeaTac Center.
Promoted homecoming for two years to instill a sense of Central spirit.
Held the first City-CWU meeting to build partnerships.
Held several hearings on the campus master plan- both on and off campus.
Held a Foundation and Alumni Association joint meeting at SeaTac Center.
Reorganized the division to optimize work flows and to clarify job responsibilities.
Established a committee to discuss legislative issues pertaining to CWU.
Worked collaboratively with Academic Services to coordinate scholarship services
throughout the university.
Served on ad hoc committees to make recommendations on the Board of Trustee themes.
Hired additional support staff to avoid burnout and stress.
Create a CWU Advancement Council composed of 12 representatives from across the
campus to increase the positive image of the University among its faculty, staff &
students.
Worked collaboratively with Student Affairs and Athletics to create position and hire new
Athletic Development Officer.
Worked closely with President's and Human Resources Offices to coordinate new
functions and positions in preparation for major capital campaign.
Worked with offices of Student Affairs, Academic Services, and Deans' to promote
special events and activities designed to be more inclusive of all persons (students, alumni,
etc.)
Worked with Advancement Directors to encourage more accountability therefore
fostering openness with various departments.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

MElv1 0 RAND UM

TO:

Faculty, Staff, Students, Department Chairs, Directors, Deans

DATE:

October 28, 1996

SUBJECT:

Presidential Response to the Campus Climate Report

Dear Members of the Faculty, Staff, and Students:
I can report at this time that the university vice presidents and I have reviewed the
recommendations and suggestions of the "Campus Climate Report." We recognize
the importance of the participation of the entire campus community in addressing
all relevant issues. Consequently, we have examined each area of the university
and concluded that we should use existing administrative structures to facilitate
implementation of the desired behavioral changes. We have initiated the following
actions.
We are investigating the establishment of a campus-wide mechanism for early
dispute/ conflict resolution. When finalized, we will communicate the process to
the campus community. The Personnel Office has been renamed the Department of
Human Resources, and given new responsibilities to develop training prog::-ams on
interpersonal relationships, conflict resolution, ethnic, gender, and university
management issues. Starting next year, all employees who are recruited, promoted,
or hold titles such as manager, director, supervisor, program director, department
chair, or dean will be provided the opportunity and strongly encouraged to
participate in at least one training session covering the above issues. It is our
intention that participation in yearly training sessions for persons in supervisory
positions will be a continual process.
We will continue to require representation of women and miil.orities on search
committees to assist the university in its faculty and staff diversification efforts. We
will maintain an emphasis on programs for recruiting minority students to ensure
our student body reflects the diversity of the state.
The climate at Central should be characterized by a fundamental respect for
individuals regardless of status or background. This respect should manifest itself
through:
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•equitable treatment of individuals at all levels of the university
• attentive listening and swift response to concerns
• unbiased acceptance of varying lifestyles
• effective and open channels of communication
• frequent and open expression of pride in the accomplishments of
colleagues and coworkers
• the presence of and support for stimulating intellectual discussion
• zero tolerance for violence, discrimination, and sexual harassment
We encourage each member of our university community to demonstrate
adherence to these principles through action and tolerance.
We pledge that we will energetically work within university rules, regulations, and
due process to remove any person from our environment who harasses or
intimidates employees or students.
We will strengthen' the requirement for performance evaluations of administrative
exempt and classified personnel. We are asking each appointing authority to ensure
that sensitivity to gender, race or ethnicity, and sexual orientation is included in
yearly evaluation criteria. We encourage and ask the faculty, through the
departments and the Faculty Senate, to include in the faculty tenure, promotion,
and evaluation process a means to address interaction with students and sensitivity
to issues of gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation.
We understand the financial pressures created by the unavailability of additional
salary dollars for faculty and staff. We have placed as our number one priority in
the 1997-99 budget request from the legislature, a request to bring the salaries of
faculty and staff to the 75th percentile of our peer universities. We will use all our
skills and influence with the state legislators to address these financial pressures.
We encourage each of you to communicate with our legislators on matters which
you deem appropriate. I have asked the staff of the Provost's Office and the Office of
Institutional Research to work with the Faculty Senate to conduct a study on faculty
salary compression at CWU.
We will continue our efforts to communicate to state legislators the effect Initiative
601 has on higher education and Central Washington University. We ask each of
you to provide your influence and ideas to communicate the importance of the
state's investment in higher education.
We encourage the ·faculty through its curriculum process to continue to address the
inclusion of relevant materials in courses about gender, ethnicity, and sexual
orientation. We also encourage faculty examination of our honors curriculum for
relevant and appropriate materials reflecting gender and ethnicity issues.
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We will continue to use the strategic planning process to identify university
priorities. We will implement the goals and objectives of our strategic plan as .
strategies for addressing our climate issues.
We encourage the campus community to participate in celebrations of the
intellectual power of the university. We ask your attendance at such events as fall
convocation, faculty seminars, graduation ceremonies, plays, athletic events, and all
other events which exemplify a vibrant academic community. We want each
member of the campus community to take personal pride in the many positive ·
accomplishments of our faculty, staff, and students. We further ask supervisors,
managers, representative organizations, and collegial groups to find ways to
recognize and celebrate individual accomplishments on a regular basis.
Let me say that a university is a special place and a truly privileged place. For above
all else, universities value the search for truth and try to develop collegial rather
than adversarial rel.ationships. We who "belong" to ~versities understand the
need for academic freedom and its ancillary individual responsibility. However, the
means to preserve and transmit knowledge have changed significantly. The
distribution of economic resources has changed and the political will to support
public higher education is in question. This is a fragile house we occupy, so we are
forced to think through our personal responsibilities and act with ethical and
intellectual integrity as we build a "student-centered" environment for learning.
While it is extremely important that we develop new strategies for our growth, we
want to preserve what makes Central unique. I, as President, feel it is a privilege to
work and learn here. I hope all of you feel the same. . As responsible members of
this special place, we are obliged to preserve and contribute to knowledge in a
respectful, dignified, and civil manner.
Enclosed with this letter are the responses the vice presidents have developed to
address issues raised in the "Campus Climate Report."
Issues that impact our morale and the campus climate will continue to buffet us. It
is incumbent on each of us to propose solutions and to work together with dignity.
We have made the first step.
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ACADEMICAFFAIRS

~

What issues are most relevant to the academic sector?
Ethnic/Racial, Sexual Orientation and Gender Issues
• Minority students feel faculty don't try to connect with them.
• Minority students and faculty feel they are being stereotyped.
• Some students feel they are not being prepared for life in a diverse world.
• Ethnically diverse curriculum needed.
• Women feel that departmental committees act unethically about gay and
lesbian issues.
• Gender issues are not being infused into the curriculum.
• Douglas Honors College excludes contribution of women authors.
•

Nothing is done about the small number of males who are directly
responsible for sexist actions.

Current Solutions:
As a result of the Minority Action Plan, steps have been taken to recruit and
enroll minority students, hire minority faculty and integrate multicultural
issues into the curriculum.
Cultural Pluralism Curriculum Development Grants have already impacted
twelve courses.
International programs offers small grants for internationalizing the
curriculum.
Federal grants have been obtained to support cultural pluralism (Ex. McNair
Program).
Service learning experiences are available to all students to help them
understand life in a diverse world.
Under the leadership of the Ronald E. McNair Program, and Academic
Services, a minority student mentoring program has been initiated. The
workshop for faculty was held May 9.
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Women Studies , with the financial support from various academic divisions,
has brought speakers to campus to deal with this issue.
Courses are offered in English, anthropology, sociology, and psychology
which deal with gay and lesbian issues.
Two workshops on sexual harassment have been presented for faculty, chairs,
and administrators in the last three years.
The Women Studies Program is forming a faculty associate group and will be
strengthening the minor and adding some special topic courses.
Grievance procedures are already in place through the Affirmative Action
Office to deal with harassment complaints.
A task force has been convened to examine the curriculum of the Douglas
Honors College. It will make recommendations for change to the Dean of
Arts and Human ities.
Additional Initiatives:
In accordance with the University's larger goal of recognizing and validating
human diversity, departments and deans will work to ensure that academic
curricula reflect those objectives in subject matter when appropriate,
pedagogical climate, and the fostering of an atmosphere of intellectual
openness.
Hold a Cultural Pluralism Curriculum Fall Quarter Symposium where
faculty who have received grants can make presentations. (Dean , Graduate
Studies)
Working with Student Affairs, assemble a high visibility student panel
discussion group to focus attention on ethnic/racial/gender issues. The panel
will be formed from a cross section of all students. The panel discussion will
be held at a time convenient for maximum attendance by the university
community. In addition, it will be videotaped for use by academic
departments. (Director of Assessment)
Deans, department chairs, and other unit supervisors will review personnel
evaluations and other multiple sources of evidence to determine if
complaints collected over time have been add ressed. (Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs)
As part of an ongoing review of curriculum, nationally recognized experts in
the areas of race, gender, and sexual orientation will at times be brought to
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campus to consult with faculty and students through workshops and
presentations. (Dean of Graduate Studies)

..

Encourage use of procedures already in place. (Provost)
Study and review the criteria for promotion, salary structure, time-topromotion, and merit awards to see if there are any differences between men
and women in regard to these issues. (Faculty Senate)
Nontraditional Student Issues

• Part-time students get no recognition on the dean's list.
Proposed Solution:

Create a separate category of the dean's list for students who are enrolled part
time.
Support, Rewards, and Recognition Issues

• Some faculty feel they receive little recognition for ·their special
accomplishments, their scholarly activities, or university service activities.
...

• The merit pay system is so ineffective that it is an insult. "The subject of
merit lies at the heart of much distrust and unhappiness on the CWU
campus."
Current Solutions:

The president, provost, and deans routinely send letters of congratulation to .
faculty who make extraordinary contributions.
The School of Business and Economics holds an annual awards banquet in
the spring.
Each year awards are given at Honors Night for distinguished service zn
teaching, research, and public service.
The alumni association gives an award for distinguished teaching.
Two years ago the faculty senate presented a merit pay proposal to the
administration which was accepted.
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Proposed Solutions:
Conduct · exit interviews with faculty and administrators who are leaving
their positions to find out what climate issues, if any, may have precipitated
their departure. (Director of Assessment)
After investigating alternatives, develop a proposal which will allow for
yearly increases in faculty pay. (Task force appointed by Provost and Chair of
Faculty Senate)
Faculty Salary Scale Compression Issues
•

There are 59 full-time tenure-track faculty below step 10 ($36,268) on the salary
scale.

• There are
•

fiv~

full-time tenure-track faculty at step four or below.

All of the faculty at step four and below were hired more than three years ago.
New faculty are coming in at steps 6 and 7.

Proposed Solutions:·
Institutional Research will accumulate data on salary compression and pay
equity. (Institutional Research)
Using the data, a task force of deans and faculty will identify issues
surrounding pay equity and salary compression. Task force appointed by
Provost and Faculty Senate Chair)
The Campus as Intellectual and Social Community Issues
• Departments have become small isolated entities which do not interact with
each other.
• Rude and disruptive behavior in the classroom is sometimes allowed.
• There is little money for the support of faculty scholarship and support of the
library has declined.

Current Solutions:
The Office of Graduate Studies and Research spends approximately 20 percent
of its annual budget supporting faculty development, scholarship, and
research.
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Many colleges and departments hold workshops and symposia for faculty.
For example, the office of Graduate Studies and resea rch awarded over $13,000
in faculty development grants to departments to hold faculty workshops in
1995-96.

The summer · research grant program has been reinitiated beginning zn the
summer of 1996.
Proposed Solutions:

Ensure that faculty understand that the sabbatical program is fully supported
by the university. Fund all qualified sabbatical applications up to the current
legislative constraint of 4 percent of PTE faculty.

..

Include a section in freshmen orientation on appropriate behavior zn a
college classroom. (Dean of Academic Services)
Initiate a provost's lecture series which would focus on broad academic issues
appealing to the entire campus community. (Provost)
Find ways to provide additional support for faculty development and
scholarship activities. (Provos.t and Deans)
Recommend that a university club be created. (Provost and Deans)
Support of the library should become a major focus of academic affairs
strategic plan. (Dean of Library and .Media Services)
Leadership and Administrative Management Issues
•

Breaches of confidentiality on the part of administrators are common.

•

Administrators don't acknowledge fallibility.

•

President and some other administrators act unilaterally and arbitrarily.
Current Solutions:

Deans' Council has campus wide representation.
The formation of ADCO has led to more participation by department chairs zn
academic decision making.
As a result of administrative reorganization, deans are meeting more

frequently with chairs than in the past.
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Proposed Solutions:

Encourage and support faculty governance.

(Provost and Deans)

Devise strategies so that faculty and staff can become more involved zn the
administrative functions of the university.

~

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

~

We will ask our employees (particularly supervisors) to:
•

Be fair and honest in all their dealings.
discrimination·- current.)

(Prejudice, harassment and

•

Recognize an~ celebrate accomplishments. (Support rewards, compensation
and recognition- current.)

•

Respect and accept all people, especially those who differ frorn you. (Prejudice,
harassment, and discrimination; Sexual orientation issues; Gender issues;
Ethnic and racial issues- current.)

•

Oppose any notion which diminishes people or their value. (Prejudice,
harassment, and discrimination; Sexual ..:>rientation issues; Gender issues;
Ethnic and racial issues - current.)

•

Treat all students with special care, no matter how difficult or repetitive the
issue. (Needs of nontraditional students- current.)

•

Get involved with the campus community in a way that is not directly related
to your job. (The campus as an intellectual and social community- current.)

•

Give criticism constructively and civilly and accept it graciously. (The campus
as an intellectual and social community - current).

•

Listen and think before you speak and act. (Being heard- current.)

We are taking the following administrative action:
•

The Human Resources Department has begun to design the training packages
to be provided for employees. We will encourage suggestions to add to the
following list: (Leadership and administrative management- proposed.)
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Manager /Supervisor - Employee relationships
Manager /Supervisor - Accountability /Budget Administration
Manager /Supervisor - Performance Appraisal
Gender Issues
Diversity
Sexual Harassment
Reasonable Accommodation
Career Development
Conflict Resolution
Salary Administration
Pursuing Excellence in the Workplace
Team building
Achieving Great Customer Service
Ethics in Government

Other Initiatives:

Department Heads will take more responsibility for the management of
personnel in their units, including provision of training, making reasonable
accommodations, and for applying rules fairly. (Leadership and
administrative management - current.)
The Division will make a greater financial commitment to professional
growth. (Support, rewards, compensation, and recognition - proposed.)
Reorganization will occur only with the participation of the people involved. ·
(Being heard ·- current.)
Alithority will be delegated to the lowest level and senior Directors will not
circumvent supervisors when . assigning work. (Leadership and
administrative management - current.)
Each manager will encourage interactions among people who do not
normally work together, particularly with informal problem solving teams.
(Support, rewards, compensation, and recognition; The campus as a social
and intellectual community - proposed.)
An Indoor Air Quality Response Team will be created between
Environmental Health and Safety and Facilities Management. Its purpose
will be to establish procedures to address air quality concerns in a timely
manner and resolve issues as quickly as possible. (Safety and environmental
issues - proposed.)
We should have a "Service Awareness Day" when all administrative
departments gather in the SUB and provide informational material to the
campus community about the mvriad services available in their departments.
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While we realize that some of this is done during Preview Week for
incoming students. we believe a high prQjile event during the year would be
hel1?ful. This attacks the climate issue that has been raised about people not
knowing wbere to go for information. (The campus as an intellectual and
social community: Leadership and administrative management - proposed.)

~

STUDENT AFFAIRS _.,

Broad Recommendations

• Develop a plan for continued assessment on campus climate issues.
• Complete a campus-wide student· satisfaction survey.
· • Complete exit interviews for all staff and have students complete an exit
survey.
• Appoint a committee to develop and implement a comprehensive
professional developm,ent plan for faculty and staff at CWU. Assess what
type of training people have had prior to arriving at CWU and in what areas
they are lacking. People could enhance their knowledge with a training
schedule consisting of inservice, workshops, videos and readings.
Completion of Jraining could relate to position advancement.
• Student Affairs Retreats for 1996/1997 on the following issues:

(a) Customer service
Possible resources:
Human Resources (see Appendix H)
Trainer (see Appendix 1)
CWU's Organizational Development Program
students
(b) Sexual orientation
Possible resources:
GALA
Owen Dugmore (CWU's Psychology Department)
Human Rights Coalition
(c) Gender issu~$
Possible resources:
Jack Dugan (CWU's Sociology Department)
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Human Rights Coalition
students
(d ) Racial/ethnic issues
Possible resources:
Black Student Union
M .E.Ch.A.
International Students Association
Native American Council
Action
(e) Affirmative
,,
Possible resources:
Affirmative Action Office

(j) Assertiveness and one-on-one conflict resolution. How to handle complaints
about others and put a stop to the rumor mill.
Possible resources:
Fred Pryer Seminars
CWU Counseling Center
Dispute Resolution Center of Yakima
(g) Sexual Assault/Domestic Violence
Possible resources:
Catherine Olevnik county Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault
Student based resources such as S.T.E.P.S.
Public Safety and Police Services

Program

(h) How to work smarter not harder
Possible resources:
Human Resources Department

• In order to understand better other departments within Student Affairs,
encourage department "field trips" where one department visits another.
• Create a yearly divisional event calendar for Student Affairs.
• Create sensitivity training for ASCWU-BOD members, club executives and all
athletic teams.
• Campus-wide survey to gather information on positive aspects of Central.
• Create a CWU "Brag Page" promoting the institution, similar to CWU 1994
Facts and Stats .
• Increase community outreach to improve sensitivity towards racial/ ethnic,
sexual orientation, disability, and gender issues. Shared training and
12

collaboration with organizations such as the hospital, schools, and the
Human Rights Coalition.
Being Heard Issues
•

Due to breach of confidentiality, people are uncomfortable going to Human
Resources and to some administrators.

•

When confidentiality is breached, people fear retaliation.

•

Lack of involvement in conflict resolution by students, staff and faculty.

•

Students not involved in academic decisions/not being heard/having lack of
input. Specifically the perception of n ot being heard by the Faculty Senate and
unaware that changes in Basic and Breadth requirements were to occur.

•

Seems to be

•

Minimal or no involvement by students in .the Campus Climate Task Force
Report, particularly students of disability and students of color.

an attempt to maintain status quo.

• People who complain the longest and loudest are the ones rewarded (squeaky
wheel gets the oil").
•

Staff want to be involved in the decision process when there is a
consolidation of units within the Student Affairs division.

Current Solutions:
Comment cards used at retreats.
President Nelson has directed that students work on ma;or committees on
campus.
Each Vice President place staff meeting minutes on E-Mail.
Vice President's meet with ASCWU-BOD members frequently.
Student Affairs "Go Cat" information line.
Dr. Shumate schedules exit interviews for Student Affairs staff
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Other Initiatives:
Open forums for students with administrators and faculty participating.
Expand information to campus community by using The Observer. campus
radio, and TV.
Students represented on every committee. Each department in Student
Affairs to examine their current committees and appoint students as needed.
Customer Service Training for all employees. Possible resources include the
Human Resources library, utilizing CWU's Organizational· Development
Program members as trainers or University of Washington consultation
training with Ruth Olson, for approximately $1,000 a day plus expenses.
"Neutral" person(s) needed as ombudsman and/or a conflict resolution
and/or mediation type department created on campus for staff, faculty,
students and administrators use.
Regular staff meetings in each department.
Those filing complaints to be involved in or informed about steps taken and
results/closure of conflict resolution.
Exit interviews for. students, staff and faculty.
Addendum to original Campus .Climate Report to include a survey of all
students on campus, particularly students of disability and students of color.
Investigate ways to make the CWU telephone directory available to all CWU
students perhaps through the University Bookstore as well as on-line
servzces.
Use Preview Week as an opportunity to encourage student involvement on
committees.
Involve a greater variety of people on committees. Those currently on
committees need to review their involvement and limit the number of
committees they serve on to allow other staff members to participate on at
least one committee a year.

Ethnic and Racial Issues
• Advocate for more ethnic and racial issues integrated into course work and
curriculum.
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• Lack of minority staff and faculty at CWU.
• Perception that there is too much of an emphasis by CWU to hire minorities
and not necessarily the best qualified candidates.
Current Solutions:
Student Affairs provides cultural events, role models, and speakers.
Student Affairs has worked to increase staff to reflect better our diverse
society.
Student Affairs has a diversity room (Chief Owhi) which is staffed by
students.

Proposed Solutions:
More ethnic and racial issues integrated into course work and curriculum.
On-going training for faculty, staff and students. Karen Crowder, at the
University of Washington, is available for training at $135.00 I hour. Karen
prefers to work in 6 hour sessions with small groups of approximately 40
people.
Create a multicultural center.
More outreac.h to involve community, businesses, CWU clubs, human rights
coalition, etc.
Continue efforts in recruiting diverse staff members.
Promote counseling services to students of all cultures.
Continue to provide and increase cultural events, role models, and speakers.
Information provided to staff by Affirmative Action Office on Affirmative
Action hiring policies and procedures.
Sexual Orientation Issues

• Reports of GALA literature and flyers being removed or defaced.
• Reports of harassing phone calls on the GALA confidential phone lines.
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• People felt rural setting leads to lack of tolerance and openness about these
issues.
• Remarks were made that some employees "Don't like to deal with it, don't
agree with it" but feel everyone is "treated equally."
• Reports of joking and derogatory comments about sexual orientation have
been made from student to student, or between staff members.
• Students reported that they didn't think it would be safe for students to "come
out" on some athletic teams.

Other Initiatives :
Invite focus groups to address these issues in forums.
Retreats, training, and workshops needed to discuss and razse awareness on
these issues.
Assumption that only a heterosexual society exists needs to be challenged and
changes made accordingly. Examples include benefits for same-sex partners,
address ROTC's exclusion of gays/lesbians which is contrary to CWU's
discrimination policy.
Provide funding for the GALA telephone support line.

Gender Issues
• Problems ignored by facul·ty and staff until something serious happens.
• Little support/rewards/recognition for female accomplishments campus
wide.
·
• Fear of retaliation if one reports sexual or other types of harassment.
• Sexual harassment occurring among students, faculty, and staff.
• There is an unequal distribution of females in administrative positions due
to male longevity in those positions.
• Many staff, faculty, and students are unaware/uninformed about services
offered by the Women's Resource Center.
•

Lack of education on gender issues campus wide.
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•

Women of experience and expertise are not being rewarded financially
compared to male peers.

Current Solutions:
Departmental efforts to promote the Women's Resource Center program·
campus wide.
The Women's Resource Center is collaborating with faculty and student
groups to further promote their services. ·
Appointed a Women's Resource Center Program Advisory committee.

Proposed Solutions:
On-going, mandatory, campus-wide training on · sexual harassment.
Those filing complaints to be involved in or informed about steps taken and
results/closure of situation.
Training for employees regarding gend~r issues - taught by our faculty,
outside professionals, staff, or administrators.
Mandatory small groups (process-oriented) training for all staff regarding
gender issues.
Athletic playing times to be examined and rotating playing times (prime
time) for men and women teams.
Distribute cheerleaders, dance troupe, bands, and half-time activities equally
among men and women's athletic events.

Prejudice/Harassment/Discrimination Issues
•

Lack of confidentiality and neutrality with the Human Resource Department
and some administrators.

•

Hiring procedure concerns:
a. Perception of reverse discrimination
b. Lack of understanding departmental hiring policies and procedures
c. Lack of understanding what Affirmative Action means and what the
Affirmative Action Department does.

• Sexual harassment occurring campus wide.
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Current Solution:
Complaints heard and dealt with through the Student Affairs, Human
Resources, and Affirmative Action offices.
Proposed Solutions:
Student Affairs needs to establish and enforce written guidelines pertaining
to confidentiality and neutrality regarding personnel issues.
The office of Human Resources to send up-to-date information about all
policies and procedures campus wide.
The office of Affirmative Action to provide accurate and up-to-date
information on their policies and procedures campus wide.
Schedule Affirmative Action training at a Student Affairs retreat.
CWU to create a "no tolerance" policy with mandatory counseling, training,
and education for all offenders. ·
Nontraditional Student Issues

•

Lack of child care for nontraditional students. Child care issues ranked high
on the list of priorities. (Providers, financial assistance, infant care)

• Lack of recognition of the needs of nontraditional students.
Current Solutions:
CWU Day Care Task Force has been formed.
Nontraditional Student Task Force has been formed.
Women's Resource Center has proposed working with Housing to form a
parent cooperative for exchanging day care services.
A list has been established ·for students, employees, and alumni who are
willing to provide child care services.
The Student Activities Office did an informal program survey fall 1995 and
conducted a nontraditional focus group session during spring quarter 1996.
Transfer student orientation provided prior to fall quarter 1996 which
included career planning sessions.
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Proposed Solutions:
Priority given to nontraditional students zn career planning and placement.
Provide flextime for staff to accommodate the time restraints of
nontraditional students.
Provide more outreach services at campus apartments and create more
services to enhance child care centers.
Provide peer advising group for nontraditional

students~

Provide third-party insurance payment for families for services at the Health
and Counseling Center.
Develop and provide a tutoring program similar to the Minority Retention
and Access p'rograms for nontraditional students.
Lobby for Financial Aid issues at the congressional level.
Inequity of Position Issues
•

Vlork to enhance the legislature's understanding of this issue in order to
bring about parity.

•

Disparity in salaries by genderI education.

•

Experienced, quality people leaving for better salaries and more opportunity
for advancement.

• Address salary inequities for staff outside the CUPA scale.

Current Solutions:
Increasing salaries is the #1 priority proposed for the new biennium.
The President's "Home Page" includes all CUPA ranges for administrative
exempt employees.
Proposed Solutions:
Review and implement salary raises to reflect the current CUPA pay scale.
Each department publish up-to-date salaries and job descriptions.
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Salary committee appointed to review departmental salary compensation.
Lobby legislature for increased salary funding.
Support, Reward, Compensation, and Recognition Issues
•

Faculty and staff who do not feel appreciated may be less helpful to students.

•

Salary issues need to be addressed.

Current Solutions:

Student recognition occurring zn various departments.
Vice President acknowledges individuals at retreats and has an open door
policy for students and Student Affairs employee-s.
Student Affairs is improving collaboration efforts within the division as well
as with other departments on campus.
Faculty and staff recognized for accomplishments through the "Campus
Bulletin" newsletter.
Proposed Solutions:

Produce a St-udent Affairs newsletter and give recognition to employees when
merited.
Staff appreciation parties off campus and/or campus wide.
Each depa-rtment to examine how they currently recognize/appreciate
students and report findings to Dr. Shumate by No vember 1, 1996.
Provide off-campus professional development as reward for staff/student
accomplishments.
Dr. Shumate to examine appreciation suggestions gathered at retreat #3 and
report back to the division what is feasible and what methods wiii be
imple mented.
Develop a divisional recognition committee to determine and implement
annual employee recognition.
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UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT

.t~~

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. a.

Provide extensive sensitivity training for vice presidents, deans, and directors
conducted by an experienced, outside consultant. Training will focus on courtesy,
tolerance, respect, dignity, care, and concern for coworkers, clients, customers, and
supervisees.

b.

Provide training to all personnel on conflict resolution, effective communication,
handling stress, and managing multiple priorities.
Rationale
Current climate of support staff is frequently stressed, distressed, anxious, worried,
or fearful with .unrealistic demands, workloads, or expectations.

2. Develop plans to match salary, job description, and responsibility.
Rationale
A perception or the reality of inequity leads to job dissatisfaction.

3. Appreciate what we do have by doing a reality check; make positive changes:

Focus on how we can make a difference
Focus on problem solving, not blaming or criticizing
Set a climate benchmark using an organization with a hea~~hy climate
Catch someone doing something right and send them a ncre of recognition and
appreciation
Casual Friday
Team-building training
Success posters
Quarterly lunch or dinner
Rationale
By looking at things positively and proactively embracing positive changes, our
climate will improve.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Professional development training (multifaceted and ongoing) for all persons from presiden~ down to office or shop supervisor - encompassing:
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a)

Provide supervisor training regarding elimination of discrimination in the
workplace.

b)

Use corporate and individual models (real-life) for establishing and maintaining a
healthy workplace environment- including courtesy, tolerance, respect, dignity,
care and concern for coworkers, clients, customers, supervisees.

c)

Prioritize goals and establish a realistic workload for all supervisees.

d)

Evaluate appropriate use of technology in communicating; e.g., e-mail,
memoranda, and campus/ division-wide phone messages for one-way
information dissemination AND personal one-on-one or small-group discussion
of issues, changes, and problem so!ving.

e)

Recognize and accept responsibility for building campus climate in individual
units; obtain ,the tools to affect positive change; be aware that one of the criteria for
evaluating supervisor's performance will be the quality of the climate that person
creates

RECOMMENDATIONS
EthnidRacial Issues
•

Employee attitudes toward other races can be negative.

• There is a perception that unqualified minorities are being hired for the sake of
diversity.

Current Solutions:
University Advancement hires minority students.
The Foundation provides diversity scholarships.
Minorities hired for executive-level positions.

Proposed Solutions:
Mandatory diversity training.
Directory for services and clubs.
·More education in formal/social settings.
legacies.
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Opportunities for people to find rich

Annual symposium involving faculty who used cultural pluralism grants to
complete diversity projects.
Sexual Orientation Issues
•

Many university community members exhibit closed attitudes.

• Sexual orientation issues are not taken seriously.

Current Solution:
Designated "safe zones" szgns. (understanding listener)

Proposed Solutions:
Mandatory training on sexual orientation issues.
DireCtory for services and clubs.
Gender Issues
•

Pay /position inequity for women.

•

Female opinions undervalued.

•

Female faculty suffer lack of respect and resources for advancement.

Current Solution:
Females in upper-level executive and department chair positions.

Proposed Solutions:
Mandatory gender issue training.
Directory for services and clubs.
Prejudice, Harassment, and Disc:ri.mination Issues
•

Prejudices do exist among employees.

•

Perception exists that reverse discrimination is now the hiring policy.
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Proposed Solutions:

Mandatory training in prejudi~e, harassment, and discrimination issues.
Use personal courtesy and tolerance. Treat people as you would want to be
treated.
Needs of Nontraditional Student Issues
•

Inability to schedule courses around work/family responsibilities.

•

Day care availability.

• Faculty insensitivity to nontraditional student issues.

Proposed Solutions:

Drop-in day care services.
Directory for services, clubs, and individuals.
Flexible course scheduling, including more night classes.
Training for faculty in alternate teaching methods for a diverse classroom.
Inequity of Position Issue
•

People doing.similar jobs are paid differently.

Current Solution:

Examine job descriptions.
Proposed Solutions:

Develop a plan to match salary, job description, and responsibility.
Develop a three-year program to bring positions in line with each other.
Support, Rewards, and Recognition Issues
•

Recognize and value support personnel and their efforts toward the team.

•

Appreciate and value others. Support and recognition efforts add a feeling of
worth. to the organization and are not costly.
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Current Solutions:

t

Positive, team building efforts, success posters.
Quarterly department potluck lunch.
Catch someone doing something right and send them a note of
recognition/appreciation.
Provide positive reinforcement and feedback.
Proposed Solutions:
Casual Friday.
Job rotation for . more routine jobs.
Develop recognition programs, both internal and external; i.e., nomination
process, quarterly ceremonies, certificates, brunch with the Trustees, etc.

Faculty Salary Scale Compression Issues
• Faculty salary issues affect morale:
• Salary inequities exist among institutions.
Proposed Solutions:
Develop a three-year program to bring positions in line with each other.
Bring our salaries in line with other universities.
Lobby legislators on important salary issues. Board of Trustees can leverage state
policy change that impacts funding by bringing other public universities and
community colleges into the act. Trustees of public universities and community
colleges can collectively_ influence legislative decisions.

The Campus as an Intellectual and Social Community Issues
•

Campus community lacks social cohesiveness and vision.

•

Many cultural/social events are enjoyed and supported by the Ellensburg
community yet sometimes ignored by members of the campus community.
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Cu"ent Solution:
All university social gatherings foster a campus family environment.

Proposed Solutions:
Reactivate "Friday Fest."
Establish department visits (extended open house).
Initiate deans' reach-out luncheons to showcase what the departments are doing.
Develop a sense of community.
Actively promote positive side of CWU.
More education in formal/social settings - opportunities for people to find rich ,.
legacies.
Safety and Environmental Issues
•

University first aid kit availability.

•

Work environment needs to be comfortable for employees to work well.

·.
•

Air quality needs improvement.

•

Parking lot security in Ellensburg and off-campus centers.

Proposed Solutions:
Locate first aid kit and inform employees.
Examine security procedures oncampus and at university centers.
Leadership and Administrative Management Issues
•

Supervisor's willingness to

~is ten

and be supportive and flexible.

Proposed Solutions:
Be approachable and listen actively to the speaker.
Provide Human Resource Management (HRM) training from supervisor level ur
to vice presidential level.
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Provide peer, superior, and subordinate evaluations of supervisor levels up to
vice presidential levels.
Provide sensitivity training for top administrators and deans.
Establish a mentoring program for supervisors.
Provide job description for chair positions.
Issues in General

• Provide training on effective telephone techniques and customer service.
• Provide training/workshops on dealing with change, handling multiple
deadlines, how to organize, burnout, etc.
• Rethink the bureaucratic processes - simplify when possible.
• Hire talented people who aren't like you. Gather around you the pieces you need.
• Adopt a positive, can-do attitude.
• Make sure people who work with students are sympathetic to their needs.
• Provide cooperative education and placement

~rvices

at the university centers.

• Develop more and different alumni programming and awards to emphasize
student/ faculty I institution connections.
• Acknowledgment of problems. Focus on problem solving - not on blaming or
criticizing. Deal with people and problems directly.
• Recognize that "controversy can be the sign of a vibrant and vital campus. H
left unnoticed, it will start to drive divisions within the community. H not
addressed, the divisions will grow deeper and deeper." Avoid or identify
polarizing situations and handle/resolve as soon as possible. (Council for
the Advancement of Education)
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Bad timing a habit afEWU
has done it bener lhan
Eastern.
Thanks to a se.ries of
iU-timed management
•Ia COIIIPIIftoc A
By Grayden Jones
~ecisions- coinciding
lew facts and fiQUI8S
Starr writer
wilh a shift in higher
about EWU and
education and the
WSUIIS
Outgoing President MarshaU Drummond ·
· economy the
mounted the podium last Sept.ember 10 deliver his
U6-year-i>ld university
llnal address to 600 teachers and employees of
Is experiencing lhe scan: of itS life.
Eastern Washington University.
A slate education board last week called for
Working the crowd, Drummond used a punch
line ~· loved by Eostcm Eagles that, for 67 years, appointment . of an outside chief admin.istrative
officer
to manage Eastern while officials weigh the
they never cared what the joke was.
university's future. Under its plan, the Higher
" It's as likely to happen as the Cougars going lo Education- Cqordinating Board would give WSU
the Rose Bowl," Drummond gushed to the cheers control over upper division programs.in Spokane
of his congregation.
while studying what Easlern programs should
Drummond picked a poor time to ridicule remain in the city.
Washington State University. The Cougar footbaU
Eastern officials say the deal is bcuer than a
ttam went to the Rose Bowl four months later.
proposal to merge with WSU. an idea that Sen. Jim
West,
R-Spokane, had threatened earlier.
' When it comes to bad liming, perhaps nobody

Curious decisions led to present crisis;
school says latest plan better tban merger

Crack teams
Yotlllg scientists scram
to pub oH egg bungee jl

-

Inside

But it could hamper Eastern's enrollment and
financial recovery by denyin~ tbe school access to
the Spokan.e market, its pnmary source of stu· ,.
dents. It also might free WSU to raid Easlcm's
bulging ranks of juniors. seniors and graduate·
students, a group that accounts for 75 percent of .
Eastern's total student body.
The HEC Board further recommended tbal
WSU take char11e of Spokane's 48-acre Riverpoint
Higher Educatron Park, a cluster or brick classroom and research buildings on the south bank of
the Spokane River along East Trent.
That would boost the presence. of WSU's
Spokane branch campus, whrch currently is lucked
inside the Farm Credit Bank building, and remove
regulatory hurdles for the Pullman-based school to
o(fer a greater selection of programs. WSU
currently serves 280 full-time students in Spokane,
but hilS a goal of reaching JjlJO by 2005.
The deal also could end Eastern's 66-year reign
as the primary four-year university serving the
Continued: EWU/86
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Why did EWU's enrollment fall?:
. Fuli·lime studenl enrollment a! Easte~n waslllngtorr
Unlmsity has dr01Jped lrom a high ot 7.635 in t9941o

.

·

6.945 thiS quartet. Offidafs cite several ~ fOI the
desrenl as ll1ls r:Nrt shows:

·
•

.

D

Fewer local high ,. ,
scbool graduates
·

GradiJales ol major Spokane County high
•sdrools:
1992:1,757 1997: 4,1!0• +9 percent

~·

f.llnc.reasa In Running Start
~ courses In high scbool

I Start fieshman
credits held incoming
(decreasas colle9e lilllo!):
A~

Runnl~

lly

I 1993:24.1 199i 40.1

+liGperr;enl
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~ Fewer

community
[! college transfers to EWU
Convnunity college transfer studenls
1!1110IIed:
1992: 82J

·

1997:532

-35 percent

[i1 ODt·of-state enrollment

[!J drop due to tuition Increase
Non-Washington residenl enrollment:
1993: 729 1997:540 .. ·26 percent

~ WSU branch campuses ::

CJ attract more students . :
WSU-Spokane and WSU· Tri Cilies

enrollment:
1989: 420

1997: 1,009 +125 percent

' llvotql1996. local graduares had <lro!>Pe<l
5 p<!rect\l

•• Estlnooled

SOURCES: E1s1em WashinQion University

and W~a~hlngtc;JO Stale University
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EWU: 'Problem
is 800 students'
Continued from 81

metropolitan area. That would jar
the hopes of 1.300 full-time Eastern
students such as Tim COllins, who aregelling their degrees by taking East·
em classes in Spokane for hundre¢i
l>f dollar~ less than what WSU would
charge.
'·I made a commitment and took
outt.housands in loans," says Collins,
who last month enrolled in the master"s of urban and regional planning
;u Riverpoini. "I detest waste and
that's what this is going to amount to
if I can't rcalizr my goals and
ilre.ums."
Eastern blames West, WSU and a
~roup 9f downtown business leaders
fur sabotaging its recovery from falling enrollment, failed leadership a.nd
~ foundered public image. Give it
enough time, Eastern $a)'S, and the
uni\'rtsity will heal itself.
"Our .biggest problem is 800 stu.
ucnts." s:~ys Drummond, who steps
olo•wn in June. "If we had them, !here
'"'uldn't be an Eastern crisiS. I can't
fi ouJ ~II) major dysfunction on campu., , Students arc happy and doing
well. If I saw everybody packing their
I'UJ;-' auu leaving, I'd think there was
:o prnhkm."
B> their own admission, Eastern
l>fti~i~l~ have told the HEC Board
th:o1 pwt>l ~ m.~ began long ago when
:odmini•ar:oturs failed to react to
chnn~c~ I~ state policy and student
need' durong the 1990s.
' " It \ much larger than 800 ~tu·
dent ~:· ~ayl- Marcu~ Gaspard, execut i~c director oT the HEC Board.
"11""~ ~tudcms are just a ~ptom
11fbiggc r L..s ue~ .. at Ea~tcrn.

One issue is management. Under
Drummond's leadership, teachers
for.med the state's only university
faculty union and school deans broke
ranks to ask the unive.rsity board of
IIUStees to remove th~ president
Shonly thereafter, Drummond and
his provost, James Hoffmllll, both
resigned. Drummond leaves office
lune30.
.
Union staff employees ca!Jed Jar
the resignation of Eastern's board of
IIUSt~ and employees say they pa·
pered the slate auditor's office with
whisllcblower complaints.
A spokesman for the auditor said
none of the complaints has been
resolved, though 6ndings on somemay be released later this month.
"Let's!aceil: If Eastern had been a
business, it would have been placed
in receivership' long ago," srud one
stale analyst in Olympia who follows
higher educat.ion issues.
Eastern officials say that's an unfair characterizalion that ignore,s the
university"s rich histo.ry of producing
quality public school teachers, maintaining a high level of student satisfaction and balancing its budgeL
But they agree that Eastern has not
alwa)'$ exercised the best timing in
making key decisions.
Some of Eastern's most curious
choices included:
8 Cutting student recruitment and
marketing staff jUSI as the state lifted
enrollment caps. Eastern believed
that a wave of new high school
studcJlls would make recruiters unncccs.~ary. When the wave didn't
materialize, Eastern was lefl last in a
race for students.
"The administration got complacent; · says JefTre)• Corkill, cherr.istry
professor and president of the Uni·
ted Faculty of Eastern union. "They
thought that if we're open, they
($t.udeots) will oome.'"
• Adopting some or the toughest

admiSsion and graduation require·
ments in the state, when its student
body is, on average, older and poorer
than other universities and colleges.
The changes baekfrred as students
took 'the path of least resistance and
enrolled elsewhere.
• Ignoring the advice of a 1993
outside ad•isory comm i~ion that
Eastern must develop a clear public
image to sell itself to students and

guidruice counselors. An Iowa con·
sulting firm concluded the same thing
four years later, and billed Eastern
$84,000 for the repe.at meS.~age.
8 Moving its business school to
Spokane while donnitories in Cheney
grew dark. The move in 1996 made h
easier for Spokane students to take
business classes. but some living in
Cheney disliked the "reverse commule.''

The change. which signaled East·
ern·s strongest commitment to downtown, gave studerus another reason
to live in Spokane at a time when
occupancy of campus housing
dropped to 71 percent Eastern has
since reopened Its biggest dorms with
- a S600 pc:r student discount, boosting
occupancy to 89 pereent.
•Promisin$ to enroll 7,740 funtime students m1996-97, or 100 more
than had ever been enrolled. The
ambitious dream became a night·
mare l.ast year when enrollment
dipped and a Republican-controlled
U:gisla.ture wanted to know how
Eastern spent $3.2 million in w
doUars on 800 students who never
showed up.
8 Handing qut nearly $500,000 in
bonuses to Drummond, Hoffman
and retiring board of trustees secre·
tary Kenneth Dolan while negotiat·
ing with Eastern's teachers to $Ben•
fice $550,000 in pay raiseS.
Dolan got the biggest check $200,000- and an off-campus cum·
puter, fax. printer and dedicated
phone line systeni to provide part·
time services to the board, university
documents show.
• Welcoming nearly 7,000 students back to fall classes with belching bulldozers and orange construc·
tion fencing across the popular cen·
ter campus mall.
· Rather than begin the S2 million
reconstruction or the IWO-acre mall at
the end of spring quarte.r. q(fidals
fired up the jackhammers just days
before fall cla~s. The project- and
student complaints a.bout It- will be
finished later this year.
Not all Eastern decisions have

gone a'!""!. Designating the campu~
as a Jlla.ttonal llistoric District, expanding health and computer science·
programs and retaining NCAA Division I athletic status have proved t9
be winners. Donors have rewatded
Eastern with major gifts, boosting the
university endowment 46J, pc:.rccnt in
seven years to S9..S million.
Spirits were lifted in September
when Eastern won HEC Board approval to spend the $3.2 million on
recru.itmenl, marketing and academic program initiatives. The
money also helped cover paychecks
for about 100 faculty positions.
Union act:ivisrs made peace with
administrators and Gov. Gary locke
promised to infuse the board of
trust~ with fresh replacements..
Board chairman James Kirschbaum
began meeting with students, faculty
and staff as a sense of hope fell over
the campus.
"Some or the pain we're going
through now is gotng to bear fruit,"
lrustee and alum Al Brisboi.~ of
Renton, Wash., said before leaving
the board in December. "The university is about to step up to greatness. •·
Brisbois' vision was short-circuited
when West went public with his
proposal to merge the .Eagles and
Cougars. The December announcement came just as high school seniors
were deciding what college to attend
In 1998.
Eastern officials say publicity
about the merger caused students to
postpone applications, donors In
withdraw checks and employees to
panic.
Because it was, after all, bad tim·
ing.

